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Christmas is here 
~sena Gold Band is 
Christmas trees at 
the Skeeaa Mall tonight and 
Saturday. Seen here with the 
trees for sale are (loft to 
right) Mike Schaeffer; Petra 
May, hand conductor and 
instructor; Christina King 
and Mike Sandyke. The trees 
will also he sold next week at 
the mall. 
CP Air service s lammed dispute and aasign a mediator who will begin to 
deal with this very complex 
and difficult l abor  
by Ann Dunsmuir forfandiagimprevementsto to he doveloped in l~ase two However, Mayor George reported that standby power situation." 
the Cablecar subdivision og the project. Them said the minister had for the two Kildain llft The opposition leader said 
• It's a birdl It's a planet water supply . . . . .  , _  __ been reluciant o admit the stations which failed during the school beards have 
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with hungry, exhausted ann available by speelalwarrant lana m tlm~ ucena' ~ either accept ~e terms Maintenance and ca,,ital me lockout if the union lifts 
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the poor service have been recover the money ~'om the ~no manasemeaz ~rancn In other business, City'. ,~cted to cost ~ 400 ,~r uo~'e~ s aecnuno. 
in the first phase . . . . .  ~" received by .Kitimat City asleofadjacentCrewnhmds • Manager Ben de Kieine year~ Barrett said the main 
~ouncil that memoers stumbling block to a set- 
decided Monday to invite 
Pacific Western Airlines to 
fly passengers on the 
Kitimat.Terrace to Van- 
COUVer run. 
Council passed a 
resolution to that effect 
hitreduced by Alderman Ron 
Burnett. "I get more com- 
plaints about CP Air's lousy 
service than about flooding 
in the Kifdala area or any 
other local issue," Bumett 
said. 
Burnett's resolution stnted 
that CP Atr's scheduling 
does not take into con- 
sideration atmospheric 
conditions common in the 
area and as a result 
"diversion, cancellatiea and 
general disorder are the rule 
rather than the exception". 
It also stated that although 
lack of equipment was given 
as the reason for poor 
scheduling, the airline has 
been reluctant to rectify the 
roblem for the duration of 
e winter schedule and for 
these reasons council should 
CHURCH G UTTED 
Arson suspected in blaze 
MONTREAL (CP) --  A least ~ million in damage 
flvealarm fire, "no doubt" Thursday to a section of 
deliberately set, caused at hlsterlc Notre Dame Church, 
Aerial survey 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- survey, introduced a year 
BritinhColumbia Hydro says ago to reveal rooftop beat damaged chapel at the back 
its aerial thermography losses In the Vancouver of the church. 
area. has been expanded. Police said they were in- 
Safe 
place 
found 
The 19"/'/ program 
produced thermosrams of
about 167,000 homes and 
buildings in Vancouver, • 
Bumaby, New Wmimlmtsr, 
Coquitlam, Port Cequltlsm 
and Port Moody, Hydro said 
in a newsrstoa~. 
Infrared scanning flights 
were made over Prince 
church spokesman Rev. 
Rene Marinicr said. 
Five fires have been set in 
the church in the last year, 
but despite hiring security 
guards, church officials had 
been unable to catch the 
arsonist, Father Marinier 
• Parish priests feared for 
the safety of religious art- 
work in the museum that 
included antique statues, 
paintings and religious 
objects which dated back to 
the 17th century. 
About 20 trucks encircled 
told a reporter in the the church, and traffic was 
diverted from sections of the 
old city. But smokey streets 
around the church were 
vestigating the fire, but no thronged with curious 
one had been arrested, spectators. 
By mid-afternoon, firemen One fire department of- 
were still pouring water ricer said the blaze seemed 
from ladder trucks onto the to have started in n con- 
ceppersheathed roof of the fessional in the chapel. 
chapel. The fire began about 
7 a.m. EST during morning 
mass in the Sacre Coeur 
chapel of the huge church, a 
landmark on the edge of the 
GO V'T DEBATES 
CUPE offers 
strike end 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
Canadian Union of PubLic 
Employees (CUPE) will end 
a strike affecting schools and 
Solkirk College in the West 
Kootuneys and return to 
work immediately if school 
trnstees lift their lockout, 
Opposition Leader Dave 
Barrett said Thursday. 
The four disticts, however, 
have refused to end the 
lockout. Gary Cleave, 
spokesman for the BrUsh 
Columbia School Trustees 
Association (BCSTA), said 
they first want a negotiated 
settlement ending the six- 
week dispute. 
Barrett said he obtained 
the commitment from CUPE 
after Premier Bill Bennett 
called a special session of the 
legislature for this morning 
to legislate an end to the 
dispute. Both sides'failed to 
reach agreement under a 
deadline the premier im- 
posed Wednesday. 
Labor Minister Allan Wil- 
liams said after Barrett's 
announcement that the 
session would go ahead 
today despite the CUPE 
promise. 
Barrett said the unions 
want Williams to "move 
immediately back into this 
tlement is the unioo's o13. 
position to joint bargaining 
and he called on the 
government o end the 
practice in the public sector. 
"The CUPE locals of the 
West Kootenay districts 
have told me that they feel 
that they have suffered 
because of the accreditation 
(joint bargaining) process. 
Unfortunately the children 
have become the emotional 
factor in the suffering of 
everyone in that community 
in this issue." 
He said that by bargaining 
jointlythrough the BCSTA, 
the school boards have 
abandoned their respon- 
sibility to the electorate and 
the students. 
"It is eminently self- 
evident that accreditation 
should not apply to the public 
sector. 
"There's no need for a legislature--there n ver has 
special session of the been in this dispute. 
o£x. v../ua 
EXODUS 
CONTINUES 
TEHRAN (AP) - -  
Foreigners and Iranians 
alike stampeded for 
flights out of Iran on 
Thursday ns reports 
clroul~ted that opponents 
of Shah Mobammad Reza 
Pablavi were preparing a 
bloody showdown with 
government roops this 
weekend. 
In Washington, 
President Carter said he 
does nut know whether 
the shah can survive the 
upheavals. AltL~agh Iran 
wan "very imp~'tant" o 
the United States and to 
the stability of the entire 
Mediterranean area, 
Carter said the U.S. 
would nut intervene to 
prop up the embattled 
shah. 
Meanwhile, officials at 
Tehrsn's Mehrebad 
Airport said there was 
"utter chaos" as 
thousands crambled for 
plane tickets. Airlines 
announced earlier that 
they had cancelled flights 
in and out of the city 
Sunday and Monday, the 
critical days of the holy 
._mQnth~of Mcharram... .  
.... ~ a f06 i~of  u.s;  " 
dependents arrived in 
Tehran from turbulent 
provincial areas as major 
American companies 
such as General Electric 
and Westinghouse 
evacuated the families of 
employees. At least two 
U.S. companies had char. 
tored planes for em- 
ployses' families. 
"We want to get out," 
said Betty Robinson, wife 
a U.S.  aircraft 
executive based in Isfa- 
ban. '"But we're stuck 
here because all the 
planes are overbocked. 
We'll Just have to sit it out 
here." 
Her husband, Walter, 
said: "Our POUPlo think 
~d.,,s are going to get 
Troops kept hundreds 
of people out of Tehran'a 
airport Thursday as 
pandemonium broke out 
WITH BRIAN GREGG 
inside when people 
shoved and yelled in the 
fight for tickets. 
An estimated 8,000 
foreigners, including 
5,500 Americans, have 
fled Iran in the last 10 
weeks. Thousands of 
nervous Iranians, fearful 
after 11 months of politi- 
cal turmoil, also have 
fled, diplomatic sources 
said. 
Anti-shah forces 
maintained strong '
economic pressure on the 
government with wildcat 
walkouts, slowdowns and 
a crippling feur-dny.cld 
stoppage in Iran's south- 
western oilficlds. 
Sources said daily oil 
production Thursday 
slipped to about 2.6 
million barrels--well 
below half the normal 
daily output of six million 
barrels. The cost to Iran 
in lost revenue is esti. 
mated at m million a 
day. 
The pace of the exodus 
has increased in recent 
days because of fears that 
trouble is leaNing Dee. 10 
and.ll, the climax of. the . . . . .  ~,~ ,-,~ 
Mly'ahsnth ~M0harram . . . . . . . .  
when religious passions 
run high and the faithful 
march in the streets or 
beat themselves with 
whips. The 29-day 
mourning period honors 
the martyred grandson of 
the prophet Mohammed. 
Tehran's martial law 
administrator, Gen. 
Gholsmali Oveisi, 
warned that "saboteurs 
are launching plans 
which are going to have 
dreadful results." 
Ayatullah Taleghani, 
eae of the leading 
Moslems in Iran, called 
for a demonstration i
Tchran on Sunday "to 
determine the fate of the 
Iranian nation." 
At least 33 persons have 
been reported killed in the 
last few days in clashes 
with troops throughout 
Iran, but diplomats aid 
tho figure is much higher. 
invite PWA to land at 
Terrace. 
"The flight will have to 
land enreute at Sandopit or 
Smithers," Burnett said. 
"But" that's better than the 
bus to Prince Rupert." 
CP Air's poor service to 
Kitiraat-Terrace residents 
came up again during the 
correspondence. Council 
received a copy of a letter 
from MLA Cyril Sheiford to 
CP Air complaining of a 
recent Vancouver-Kitimat 
flight thnt landed passengers 
(by bun) in Terrace at 3:30 
a,m. Kitimat residents had 
to climb onto yet another 
Ira. They finally arrived 
home at 4:30 a.m. The 
arrival time scheduled by 
the airline was 8:10 p.m. 
Shelford said such trips 
are particularly hard on the 
elderly, women with small 
children, the sick and the 
disabled. He said that 
travellers who aren't sick 
when they embark often are 
ill by the time they arrive. 
Alderman Fran Buschert 
suggested that council 
contact Alean, Eursean and 
other industries in the area 
and ask them to boycott CP 
/dr on crOss Cannda flights. 
Council voted to write a 
letter to CP Air in support of 
Sheiford's views. 
Council also voted to ac- 
cept he terms offered by the 
Ministry of the Environment 
Kitimat RCMP recovered' 
a safethat was stolen from George,  Vanderhoof,  
Northland Navigation 20 Smitbers, Terrace, Kitimat, 
years ago, an RCMP Vernon, Armstrong, One 
spokesman said on Thur- •Hundred Mile, Williams 
sday. The safe, which Lake, Kamloeps and Vic- 
contained $~0 at the time of toris Nov. 10 to 14 this year. 
the theft, was empty. Hydro said it plans to can- 
Jim Anaka, an employee tinue the thenno~'ephy pro- 
for B.C. Hydro, telephoned gram until most of the popu- 
police at 3 p.m. on Wed- lated areas of the province 
nesday to say that work crew have been covered. 
had discovered the safe near ' Thermngrams reveal heat 
the finials Bridge while they lusa, Well.kanlatod roars ap- 
were picking up a pole near pear black, but ~ which 
Dyke Road. are radiating heat show up 
They found the safe behind grey or white. 
• a large tree Just off the trail. Hydro said its tsehaioisan 
To date no one has been are usually able to Identify 
apprehended. The in- common causes of heat loss, 
vestigatleg officer was Sgt. such as open fireplace 
Greggory, who is now the dampers, ventilatms, open 
Chief Constable of the attic hatches and of 
Victoria City Police 
Department. 
The safe was apparently 
buried when the crime lock 
place in 1968 and it was 
washed up during the recent 
flooding of the Kitimat 
River. 
Terrace RCMP said that a 
man was assaulted at the 
Red D'er Cabaret by four 
men about 2 a.m. on Thur. 
i nadequate  insulat ior  
through thermograms. 
said thermograms 
have turned up problems at 
many large buildings in the 
Vancouver area. 
In some instances, ther- 
mostala were not turned 
down while bulldisls were 
mecoupled while in other 
eases, though room tom- 
sday. The identity of the pomturea were lowered at 
men is dnknown. The man n~hi,  haUways were not 
was lake~ to Mills Memorial provided with e~trols and 
Hospital and later released, heat was wasted. 
Thieves broke the window In several buildings, root 
ofa ve~cleparked overnight damage or deterioration has 
on Wednesday t the Tawace allowed water to seep 
Hotel and stole a case of beer through and soak the in- 
from the vehicle, enlation, Hydro said. 
city's old financial section. 
Smoke and water 
damaged the main church 
building, but firefighters 
succeeednd in isolating the Around our town 
flames inside the chapel and 
a church museum, located in 
an annex at the back. 
Council 
takes oath 
George Thorn was 
owern in for his third 
term as mayor at Kitimat 
Council Monday. Thorn 
won an easy victory at the 
polls over his opponent, 
Kitimat realtor David 
Sorry. 
Also sworn in were 
Aldermen Laurie 
LeBinne, Fran Bunchcrt 
and Max Patzelt. All 
three were elected by 
acclamation. 
Thorn was also elected 
by council to the Regional 
District Board. He Joins 
Alderman Joe Banyay 
whose term on the board 
has a year to run. 
Thorn's first act as 
mayor was the pcesen. 
lotion of awards to 
Horace Wilde and Wayne 
Doyle who have served 20 
years with the Kitimat 
Volunteer Fire Deport.' 
mont. 
"Humbug," said the man as he realized he was 
overdrawn at the bank from buying Christmas 
presents (mostly ties) for the dozen or more people on 
his list. 
Still, it's a great time for organizations like the 
Salvation Army and the youngsters who aspire to 
Oscar-winniag performances in school plays. 
The Salvation Army is as busy as ever preparing for 
the Christmas rush and even if you are like the man 
above there's always room in the Christmas bubbles 
for the few dollars you can spare. 
The Salvation Army is looking for volunteers to man 
the bubbles at Woolworths and the liquor store. Two 
volunteers are needed for the afternoon shift and two 
volunteers are needed for the day shift. 
There are volunteers for the bubbles at the Skeena 
Mall and the Coop. 
People can make donations tonight and Saturday, 
during the store hours. Other times are Dec. 13 to Dec. 
16 and Dec. 18 to Dec. 23 during store hours at the four 
locations. 
The Salvation Army will be handing out Christmas 
treats to patients and will be singing Christmas carols 
at Kitimat General Hospital on Sunday at 2:30 p.m., on 
Dec. 14 at 2 p.m. at Skeenaview and on Dee. 14 at 7 
p.m. at Milk Memorial Hospital. 
It will hold a pageant and service at the Salvation 
Army Hall at 4637 Walsh Ave. on Dec. 17. On the night 
before Christmas it will be carolling at the Tuck and 
Willows senior citizens residences an well as some of 
the outlying subdivisions east of Terrace. 
On Christmas Day from 12 noon until 6 p.m. there 
be a Christmas dinner at the Salvation Army Hall 
for people who are alone at Christmas and who want a 
meal and fellowship. 
People who want a Christmas hamper should make 
their applications at the church at 4837 Walsh between 
10 a.m. and 3p.m. from Dec. 11 to Dec. 13. 
Youngsters in the Terrace area are preparing for 
school concerts again this year. 
Le~lands concert is on tonight at 7 p.m. in the R.E.M. 
e. Don MeLeod, principal, says everyone in 
the school is involved on stage. 
Thornhill Elementary Choir will perform at the 
Skeena Mall on Saturday at 2 p.m. 
Clarence Michiel will hold its Christmas concert at 
the R.E.M. Los Thesire on Dec. 12at 1:30 p.m. 
The Skeena Gold Band will hold a concert in the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Dec. 12 at 8 p.m. 
Parksida Elementary will hold a concert at the 
school on Dec. 13 at 10 a.m. 
E.T. Kenney Primary will hold a concert in the 
school on Dec. 13 at 1:30 p.m. 
Kill K'Shan will hold a concert at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre on Dec. 13 at 7 p.m. 
Centennial Christian School will hold a concert at 
the church on Dec. 14 at 8p.m. 
The Caledonia Band wil l  hold a concert at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Dec. 14 at 8p.m. 
• The.Thr..ee.. Rivers Workshop wiil be selling wooden 
toys, nanatcrsfts door swags and wreaths that are 
made at the workshop. The people from the workshop 
will be selling their wares in the Skeena Mall on Dec. 
14 from 10 a.m. until c loal~ time. They will also make 
the draw on the quilt that is presently being raffled 
t | I • ." 
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They answer sil ly ones 
COLUMBIA, Mo. (AP) - -  
They didn't laugh in Fred- 
ericktown when hats from 
the church belfry began 
showing up in the sanctuary. 
Partahineers found it ham to 
appreciate the Irony and 
went looking for a solution. 
They, like hundreds of 
others Uu'oughout Missouri, 
got help from the state's 
Industrial and Technical 
Referral Centre (ITRC) at 
the University of Missouri. 
ITRC is the moet com. 
prehensive of16 facilities in 
e United States trying to 
make technical advice end 
information more ao- 
ceuible. 
The amount of technical 
information available in the 
U,S. ~-,'ows daily. But in- 
divlduak often don t have 
time or facilities to keep 
abreast of it. That's where 
the referral centres try to 
help. 
Considering rai~,S earth- 
worms in your beckyard? 
Want to build your own 
crypt? Wondering how to 
make your house solar. 
heated? Or how to whip up 
some yogurt, start an herb 
garden or build a house 
underground? 
Have you ever wondered 
what the tah tops on beer 
cans are made ofT Whether 
you're better off leasing a 
car rather than b.yL~? 
What it would ecat to start a 
weekly newspaper? ' 
ITRC has answered all of 
these qnestions, 
In the hut zs months it 
handled more than 1,500 
requests for information. 
Some seemed, alUy, some 
desperate, but all came from 
psrsons who believed they 
needed an answer. 
Thmeat ~e Churchof Ged 
in southeast Mimmuri knew 
• ~ must be a simple way 
to cajole 1~0 flying mammals 
from the be~ry. Wholesale 
slaughter, effective an it 
might be, was a solution they 
wanted to avoid. 
The church reached a local 
exterminator who called the. 
referral cintra, which asked 
the univereitT's fisheries and 
. wildlife department for help. 
Ode night, alter the hats left 
on their n~hUy hunt for food, 
the'church attic was sealed, 
end the bets were forced to 
find ano her place to roost. 
Only a few stra~i0ers had to 
be killed. ' 
ITRC aims to bn~e any 
k ind  of information ~',---. 
and tmually succee(L~. '.,'.'h~ 
centre rarely turns c!o~ ~.: ~x 
requsat. 
These might concern 
. anything from heat loss 
throW0t glass windows, to 
how to deal with taoor 
unions. 
The stall once located a 
copy of Freckles, a song 
poplar before most of them 
were ham, and told another 
qusstlonor hew to build hie 
home in a cavern. One caller 
asked for rodeo Jokes, and a 
book of them wen soon on its 
• w~l~me requests w.m'e only 
mildly exciting, nowevr, 
compared with th~ recent 
one: "How much dynamite 
would it take to blow up a 
dt~ the size ~ Columbia?" A
caut iou stall member 
referred that gem directly to I 
a higher authority, centre. , ] dlreetor William MeMahill. ; " "We let it hang and agreed not to respond to him unless he identified himself, which . ~..' 
ha never did," MeMaldll. '~.~.~ 
says, 
The referral canards were" ~ 
established with federal 
money at universities end 
state information cenires in 
1966. As envtsloned by then..  ,' 
president Lyndon Johnson, ~ ': 
the centree would furnish 
llata, directories, research, 
• analysis and exports to the 
business communti~. ,.', 
The money flowed from a 
federal program,. State 
Teohnical Services, until 
Congress" and the Nixou 
admlatstratlen turned opt 
the spigot. 
The centre In b[k~u~, 
whicl| has spont Its 11 yen~.; • 
CollegeUnder ottheE~inee~unlvenity'~w~. ~"~ 
o.e of those rescued by state ,,.* 
money, b "'°:' 
CUonts are n eyor billed y 
the centre, All cesta are 
..covered by the tmivml~ 
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daniadown quilts 
Filled with soft grey Goose Down and coverea in ~'~ 
fine Danish Ticking. These quilts are _ll ICBC AUTO 
comparable to the finest quilts available z z = i nsurance  
in Europe 4617 Grelg 635-5232 
LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
OPEN 6 A.M. - 9 P.M. Mon..Thur. 
6 A.M.. 3 A.M. Friday & Sat. 
&an. 10 A.M..  9 P.M. 
Take Out ~de~ 
~La~Ue 
dan iadown quilts 
i 
Boettoppl~ & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops WELCOME 
I|ili.Ri.i.ilim..i..ili|.ii|.i|.illi..i.i..ii.i.....tx.i...il Headliners Tonneao Covers AutoCarpet V W Seats i ~ m m ~  
recovered In original color and material front & back Gordon and Anderson Lti $225 UpholsteryFsbrl¢sVInyi&leather Complete J=i ! Corvetter suppli s. Antique Auto Restoration 
i R R 3 Johns~d 
Phone 635.431 ~ ~ m m , m m ~  
~ 4606 Lazollo Ave., Terraoo Ph, 636-6676 ~.~.~:, 
, toreHoura. 'Tuel . -Sat .  Oa.m.-6:3Op.m. ' hll  us at 636-6367 9 to 6 :,.:~'~'E::CZ::E: 
Friday 9 a.m.-O p,m. 
Choir 
performs 
While Rocksann McCarron 
sews on her Thornhiil 
Elementary choir uniform 
badge Joey Longpre, 
another member of the 
choir, looks on. The choir 
will perform at the Skeena 
Mall on Saturday at 2 p.m. 
Birthright lacks support 
A Terrace organization 
aimed at counselling and 
providing aid to pregnant 
girls or women who wish to 
continue through their 
pregnancies and are faced 
with family or social 
pressures, is presently 
looking for. new, volunteer 
members. 
"We are not easily 
discouraged and it is a good 
thing because there was only 
a small turnout to our 
meeting held in the arena on 
Nov. 28," said Carol Van 
Derbyl, secretary. 
She said Birthright, the 
name of the group, is 
determined to make its 
service a reality in the 
Terrace area and its 
members hope it will not be 
too 10ng before this happens. 
The group is asking for 
volunteers for various 
functions like telephone 
answer ing ,  supp ly ing  
layettes, maternity clothes, 
spare rooms, etc., as well as the Skeena Mall on Dec. 16 
providing counselling, and workshops for volun- 
" I f  there is a girl who tserswili be held in the near 
thinks that abortion is her future. The group thanks 
only alternative, we want those people who turned out 
her to know that in Terrace to the last meeting. 
there are people willing and Anyone who wants further 
able to let her chose life," : information should call Lisa 
said Van Derbyl. at 635-3164; Carol at 635-5136 
A bake sale, to raise funds or Lesley at 638-1485 (after 4 
for the group, will be held in p.m.). , , 
 nvitation 
extended 
The Terrace Jaycees, a 
g,'oup el women Jaycecs, 
have officially received their 
Jayceea In ternat iona l  
charter and have become a 
recognized unit  in the 
Canada Jaycee 
Or~nlzaUon. 
At a special charter night 
held recently the members 
present were inducted by Stu 
Crouse, president of the 
Terrace Jaycees. The 
meeting was chaired by 
James Gllhem, chairman of 
the Terrace Jaycee ex- 
tension committee. About 25 
people turned out for the 
charter night. 
John Taylor, who spoke on 
behalf ~ the national Jaycee 
organization and on behalf of 
the Pacific Region, 
presented the Terrace 
Jaycecs with a cheque for 
$50 from the Pacific Region. 
lYoug Misfeldt, JCi 
senator, was the guest 
speaker. David Pease 
represented the Terrace 
District Council and 
welcomed the new Jaycee 
Unit to the community. 
Students 
fear raise 
VANCOUVER (CP) 
Student leaders from three 
British Columbia univer- 
slum said Tharedly they 
believe tultltlou fees will 
increase I0 to 16 per cent 
each year for the next five 
years. 
This will mean ac- 
ceeaibilily to post-secondery 
education will be Hefloosly 
hampered, they a id  : 
Help re,,ady 
The Salvation Army Flood 
Relief Fund has $10,655 in its 
account, Jack Strickland, 
the Army's officer, said on 
Wednesday. 
Strickland said that the 
Red Cross of Canada has 
donated $10,000 to the fund. 
Park Manor Enterprises has 
donated $250; G.P. Davldson 
has donated $10, Dave Eley 
has donated $65, the 
Rehekah Lodge has donated 
$25 and there were several 
anonymous donations. 
Strickland said he would like 
to know who the anonymous 
donations are from for his 
records. 
Ted Nell, director of the 
provincial  emergency 
program (PEP), said on 
Thursday that the total 
estimate in all damage 
during the heavy rains at the 
beginning of November is 
$12.5 million, 
He said that about $2 
million of that is from per- 
sonal claims made at the 
office in Terrace in the latter 
part of November. 
Nell said there hes~heen a  
order-in.council for $7 
million, the internal 
bookkeeping is in place and 
the certification of the 
private claims are now 
beginning. 
"We hope to have the bulk 
of the claims processed by 
the end of December," he 
said. 
There have been almost 
6000 claims, each averaging 
from t3,500 to $4,000, he said. 
The claims are for damage 
to personal effects and 
property. 
Grace McCarthy, 
provincial secretary, says 
that "While we don't know 
yet what level of assistance 
will be forthcoming from the 
federal government, we 
expect they will assist in 
paying the claims." 
While the majority of the 
damage was done in the 
Terrace.Kitimat-Smithers 
area, claims have also been 
received from Port Hardy, 
the Queen Charlotte Islands, 
Bells Costa, Hartley Bay and 
Stewart, She said. 
WORTHWHILE 
Permanent substitute 
Kitimat School Board wig 
hire a full-time substitute 
teacher for Mount Elizabeth 
Senior Secondary as a one- 
year pilot project. 
Board members approved 
the new position Monday on 
the recommendation of 
District Superintendent Dale 
Fiddiek supported by MESS 
Principal George Noumann. 
During the 1977-78 school 
year there were only 1l days 
when a substitute teacher 
was not needed at Mount 
Elizabeth. 
Neumann pointed out that 
a substitute teacher coming 
money. MESS teacher funds for an dice- 
Randy Smallbrugge will trocardiogram machine 
accompany the tour. from Alcan's Fitness 
In other business the Copordinotor Phil Uptgrove. 
board followed the advice of The machine would be used 
its finance committee and to test teachers involved in 
turned down a request for the fitness program. 
WEATHER 
A series of Pacific weather 
systems will bring milder 
Pacific air into the region 
today and tomorrow. These 
disturbances will be ac- 
companied by overcast skies 
and periods of snow both 
today and tomorrow. 
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For further information a Military 
Career Counsellor will be in Terrace 
at the Canada Employment Centre 
on Wed. Dec. 13th from 9:00 to 3:00 
PM. Ask about he Feb. 1st deadline 
for ROTP University applieatim=. 
6 11M cAMmllml ~ I=ORCB.  
| | 
into the school has tu cope 
with the system as well as 
the curriculum. A per- 
manent substitute would 
know the routine and the 
students. !'The advantages 
for students and the school 
will far outweigh the added 
eest," Neumann said. 
The board estimated the 
additional cost at $2,000- 
$6,000. 
Members approved in 
principle a 12 day trip to 
Greece by 14 MESS students. 
The trip has been scheduled 
for the spring break and 
students will miss only three 
days of school. 
The tour will include 
Athens, Delphi, Epidanrus, - 
Mycenae, Corinth and 
Seunion. Cost to each student 
will be $1,166 plus spending 
DECEMBER 6 
SERIES NO. TICKET NUMBER 
It the last five, four or three digits on your ticket are identical to and in the 
same order as these winning numbers above, your ticket is eligible to win 
the corresponding prize. 
last 5 digits WIN 
last 4 digits WIN 
last 3 digits WIN 
$1,000 
$100 
$25 
NOTE: $25 and $100 winners may claim their winnings by presenting their 
ticket to any branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce only in 
British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and the Yukon. 
In the event of discrepancy between this list and the official winning 
numbers list as certified by the auditors of the Foundation, the latter shall 
prevail. 
Winning Numbers Dec. 6 
'100 BONUS NUMBERS WIN $5,000 EACH 
FOR EXACT NUMBER ONLY 
Listed in numerical order, for your convenience. 
Nov. 29 and Dec. 6 tickets were eligible for 
Dec. 6 bonus prizes: 
1042963 1944431 2717878 3914039 5153308 
1069638 1973265 2731343 3957839 5355635 
1087181 2031910 2741843 3962391 ~ 5373483 
1098868 2053718 2768688 4028976 5531066 
1115881 2111631 2879613 4068972 5553350 
1193011 2133860 810776 4150647 5587214 
1263336 2145582 2917210 4236334 5595856 
1424138 2187539 2902000 4Z54467 5597064 
1471962 2226453 2995062 4347046 5639918 
1483007 2232216 3064578 4364092 5648344 
1525286 2237069 3413955 4387948 5679783 
1562759 2267881 3430421 4523272 5720293 
1747919 2271991 3517248 45,19121 5734512 
1753720 2387254 3521721 4618467 5746499 
1785269 2496612 3550217 4625075 50399~ 
1861150 2515725 3611413 4769002 5883634 
1874543 2540056 3618755 4841742 5010148 
1899965 2540452 36535(M 4921254 5952993 
1931779 Z590602 3723466 493,1425 6047047 
19342i8 2614851 3756965 4959020 6072490 
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LAW 
TALK 
by Gordon Hardy 
During a territory squabble in Kit~nat between two 
unions in 1971, members of a large international union 
picketed the rival Pulp and Paper Workers of Canada 
with placards that read "PPWC is a Communist Front 
Organization." 
A supreme court judge found that the placards 
represented a libel against the Canadian union and 
fined the United SteelWorkers of America $2.500. 
The case illustrates two points. The first is that libel 
occurs whenever a defamation is put into a permanent 
form. The permanent form can be a newspaper ar- 
ticle, a radio transmission, a television broadcast, a
sign or placard, or even a postcard if the postman can 
read it. 
The second point is that libel suits usually don't earn 
the victim much compensation. Most libelsuits don't 
go to court because of low awards and high court 
costs. 
An even more dramatic example is the 1975 case 
which involved Vancouver Sun journalist, Lisa Hobbs, 
and Robert McGall, Pacific regional director of the 
CBC. 
In a spat with the CBC over the type of news 
coverage it was providing on the legislature in Vic- 
toria, Hobbe wrote, "McGall's assertions are a fraud. 
Not a misrepresentation r even a delicate evasion. 
But a lie, a pathetic lie that covers up a pathetic local 
CBC news situation." 
Just to make it clear, Hobbs added, "McGall ean no 
longer palm off his responsibilities. His failures are 
too numbingly familiar." 
McGall took Hobbs and her employer to court where 
his lawyer argued that she had"robbed him of his 
good name". The jury found ttobbs guilty of libel but 
only assessed her one dollar in damages, reminiscent 
of the famous case in which the British painter James 
Whistler was awarded one farthing in damages in his 
suit against he art critic John Ruskin. 
Hobb's lawyer, Peter Buffer, later said, "The case 
went on for two weeks. AS a plaintiff, you have to be 
able to afford it--not too many can!" 
Another example of this is the 1975 Neelds case in 
which a North Vancouver couple were awarded only 
$750 damages after a CKNW sports broadcaster said 
most fellow hockey parents "Hate the Neelds' guts". 
But against his modest sum, the judge ordered the 
Neelds to ~y  most of the costa of the five-day trial. 
The b luest  court-imposed penalty the Vancouver 
Sun has paid was $8,000 each to Bill Bennett and his 
broker  in 1973 after the newspaper reprinted remai'ks 
mane ny ~.MLA that attacked the honesty of the two 
:~ WhO were men businessmen. 
The case underlines another point--when a libel 
!i occurs, not only the writer or broadcaster is held 
i~ responsible, but also the publisher, printer, distributor 
~i and even right down to the newsboy. 
! In the Bennett case, the newspaper's lawyers tried 
to.argue it had merely reprin_ted ~ said by a 
i: po, ucian out the Juoge found that It had Imowb~ly 
: printed things that were "unfair and inaccurate '~. 
:: BCTV got itself into $25,000 worth of hot water in 
i 
1972 when it broadeast an interview with a prostitute 
who claimed she had paid off unnamed members of 
the city drug and morality squads. She later admitted 
her charges were false. 
i The judge awarded damages to two drug squad 
detectives and rapped the television station for "an 
outrageous and irresponsible': broadcast that had not 
verified the facts. .:; 
.~ The Vancouver Sun's lawyer, Peter Butler, has this 
warning: "Many of these small publishing companies 
do not have libel insurance arid still print the most 
outrageous, scurrilous stuff from other two-bit 
organizations. They're still liable." 
ii Butler says an apology and a retraction may reduce 
the damages but it will not necessarily get the 
newspaper or printing company off the hook. 
7/  
i:! A good example of this is the Bennett case. One of 
the reasons the judge gave for assessing The Van- 
couver ~un $8,000 to each of the Bennett brothers was 
that its retraction had not been full or fair and that its 
.: apology was not as prominent as the original 
:: allegations. 
i The judge said, "The simple concept of fair play 
makes it incumbent on the publisher to apologize in 
headlines if he has libelled In headlines." 
:! Refusal to apologize ven where a clear case of libel 
has  l~__n .os~.blished may result in a heavier penalty, 
as t;JUtt noumer Ed Murphy and former mayor Ed 
i McKitka discovered in 1976, 
They were each assessed $7,500 damage after 
having falsely said on several occasions that hanky- 
i panky was going on in some municipal meetings 
behind .closed doors. 
i A suit against CJOR was dropped when it broadcast 
a full apology but Murphy arid MeKiflta refused to 
apologize. The judge said their refusal to apologize, 
even when they knew what had been broadcast was 
~ raise, constituted malice.. He awarded especially 
i large, or exemplary, damages. 
i For more information please contact he Vancouver 
People's Law School for its booklet, Libel & Slander, 
by writing 2110-C West 12th Ave., Vancouver, B.C. or 
telephone 734-1126. 
.. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ': ' , ; , " " :" I By RICHA.RD jACKSON j . ..... , : , '.  . . . . . .  : . ,,, ,. , ' O T T A W A  O F F B E A T  
. • • , ~ , 
: M ~ ~ ' OTTAWA- There's no variety of people, but few of 
" ~ [ place llke government-  them more imagicatively 
'. ' i~ where the always-generons colorful then by the London 
' " ~;' if.. taxpayer can be counted en Daily Express. 
" ~' ~ I to cover the e0st --  ene thing Maggie doesn't make it 
~ l~ds to another, much in the papers here at 
: ~ Like Prime Minister home these days, and when 
. . . .  • .. Trudeau's proposal to en- she does, she's something of 
• 'i ~ ~  ~ trench the First Ministers a space-filling item on the 
Conferences -- now held at inside pages. 
!,i '; ~ ' least twice a year - -  into his But 'over 'ome where they 
..~ new constitution, must know something we o, 
• / . ~. ::'/~.*'/ ,,:, i Sounds simple enough -- this side of the pond don't, 
• " just a couple of paragraphs she's still news, warranting 
~ii~ ~ : .~,,~-'/'i/::"' ~ ~ - ( ~  setting it out in government fancy type and photographic 
~:"~': .. gobble-de-gook, if and when treatment on the "splash" 
~!/.//AIR / / "  ~ .~.  the new constitution is 
IS i~m~,#l  ; ~ written, that the prime Pa~I~l~ut ignored at home --- 
minister and the provincial not always making it into the' 
premiersshall  meet on papers with a photo ewn 
urgent matters of national when she drops in at 24 
.:.; importance. Sussex Drive to see the 
Aha, but this is govern- children- she's still a Big 
ment, and nothing is ever Item in the Hichey coinmn of 
simple, r the Daffy Express. 
Put it in writing that the The Hickey column is big 
first ministers hall coufer, enough in London to rate a 
and what do yen thaa bave to banner in running lights, in 
• have? competition with Bovril, 
:' A secretariat to look after Coke and Wrigley's, in the 
administrative d tails of the neon glitter of Piccadilly 
- conference, towork on policy Circus. 
development, and carry, on So Hickey "splashes" 
federal-provincial relations, glamor photo, like some 
And what have you got? movie queen, and this new 
A whole new, small but development in her still 
~ bureaucracy, another era- Woman: , 
m~m~-mmm~, ~ with its executive and "Margaret Trudeau, once 
• . whole new layer of policy Rolling Stone-chaser, then 
~,~ ~ level government jobs. Studio 54.hopper, can 
G~P . . . . .  There's already a special quickly transform herself 
"'It was bound to h en - -  inflation's finally hit inflation !'" new department of federal- bach into a beautiful, elegant 
• provincialaffairs, with Marc woman of the world. 
Lalonde as iteminister. 
No matter. "This week in Paris, she 
" And in each of the tamed up at a star.spangled 
NE IF  SE l l  VICE provinces there is an office, party exhibiting all the chic 
or, more accurately, a end gicos demanded ofher il~ They have been the route bureau to adminiator its ewn her new role an a film star. "Sh  has been working oi~ interest and involvement in a film 'L'Ange Cardieny 8 
federal.provincial relations, romantic story directed by 
.' So what? 
TORONTO (CP) -- Two so many problems and often alerting the teacher at the So she began to work on Formalizing the First the hot director Jacques 
women whobothhave been seaminglynaonctoturnto." nursery school my three- the idea of a volunteer Ministers Conferences by Fournier. 
through separation and As Ms. Gabor explains, year.old was attending." service, entrenchment in the con- "It is the most successful 
divorce have formed a separaUon and divorce have "That's terribly ira- Meanwhile Ms McNeil, stitullon obviously calls for stage of her career so far. 
service which may be a become so widespread that portent, you know, when this who was horn i~ i '~"~i~ ~lts own bureaucracy. "As First Lady she 
lifesaver to victims of there are dozens of areas of happens. The child may Ont., had gone. to California Neadlsss duplication, stumbled; as a rock groupie 
growing numbers of brcken concern, suddenly withdraw or and married there. Perhaps. she was hopeless; as a 
marriages. She says that every become difficult and the "At the time of ~ But this is government, photographer, she was a 
Kate McNeil and Judith reputable professional taacherdeasn'tknewwhy." separation my kids were 5, 7 and empire-bui ld ing,  cipher. 
Gabor are working under tbe somehow involved in the liar pediatrician and 12," she says. "I went bureaucratic job-creation, "But the French have 
auspices of the Family divorce situation has lauded suggested she call a social through incredible years of and costly parallelism is' a taken to her in her new star 
Service Association of the idea. Metropolitan Toronto. They Ms. Gabor was a junior agency for an appointment, legal entanglements over built.in part of the process, role with open arms. She is 
custody, other problems." Call Margaret Trudcau therageofPoris, thedarling 
have their own entity there high school teacher who bad "A young male answered, Eventually with the idea of what you will, and she's been of the chic salons." 
and their own board of ad- married very young and left and I felt what I needed was the crisis service, she called various things by a So there. 
viaers, including lawyers, her job to raise a family, a mature woman," she returned to Toronto where . 
social workers; teachers, "Myeldldrenwere2and3 recalls. . . . . . . .  .'.herpathc~l.,ti)at.~Mk~!! ~. ,~• ~: . . . . . . . .  
ministorsandpeychologlsts, years of nge, and I was busy But  When she Was Putwoman, Gabor. " "'enc'c on 
"We will have volunteers at home and doing volunteer through to a mature "We related ira- -~-~ 
knowledgeable in the field work," she says. "The Ms. Gaber found that the mediately," says Ms. Me- 
accountable to professinus," separation came very counsellor was happily Nail. "Judy was getting 
saysMs. McNeil. "Our chief suddenly and l was at a total married. "I needed un- discouraged and I came 
objcctive is to dealstageWith the less."says dersiandingreally from someOneone along to support her. m...-®~..-- ®o ;o  ters 
initial erisia of She that as a teacher who knew what "New we're lull steam ___ .  
separation, when there are she"knew the importance ~ goes through." ahead." 
TORONTO (CP)  - -  It's York State. It never 
only a very few steps happened 
S TA  Y A T HOME from a front row bench in He said he tendered his 
the Ontario isgialature to resignation because he 
School system was rej . . , . . , . , . . .  mlnlstry of energy was • happy one as a rule. operating as a ministry 
And today there are that made policy or had 
five Progressive Con- the necessary clout to 
ATIKOKAN, Ont. (CP) -- Mrs. van Arragon begins Eventually these routes By Ontario law anyone can sorvntivea who once held accomplish things. 
Laura van Arragon and her by stimulating the sight, are opened and the child is teach his own offspring, cabinet portfolios and Taylor feels it's too bad 
husband Jack are teaching sound and touch senses of able to function normally. Provincial legislation now are back there with all backbenchers can't ~" 
their seven children at home her newborn. When a child is The van Arrsgom concen- gives a parent his right as the common folk. have experience in the 
with results that few schools about six months old, she trated on developing their long as the. children are Nobadyaroond qucen's cabinet so they could 
in the public system can• starts associating words children's reading at an receiving satisfactory in. Park can remember a lenrnthe lines oi commu- 
match, with actions, early age because "reading struction at home. time when there were nicatlen and how reach 
The van Arragon's "If I sneeze, I'll say sneeze is so basic," he says. that many former the right people. 
daughter Judy, 9, reads at tothe baby," shesays. LarryFoutana, dirsctorol ministers sitting in the But he in giad to be off 
university level, according At least two of the van "H they can rend, theycan the Atlkokan board of aduca, bach bancba, the treadmill. "It's good 
to standardized reading Arragon. children had de so many other things on tiun, says that Mr. and Mrs. Margaret Scrivener, not to have people 
comprehensien tests given damaged brains, the result their own," says Mrs. van van Arragon are "extremely Toronto St. David's, programming you, 
by her father, a highschool of a shortage of oxygen at  Arragon. "It makes the knewledgable" and he has James Taylor, Prince winding you up and 
English teacher in thik birth, says their father. 4caching of any other subject the "utmost confidence in Edward-Lennox, John pointing you in the right 
mining town 200 kilometres easier." . them." MacBeth, Toronto direction," he said. 
west of Thunder Bay. "No one will ever know Van Arragun says that Humber, Sidney Hen- He thinks he took 
For van Arragon and his which of the kids was Not only do the children 'public education keeps dleman, Carleton, and himself ten seriously. "I 
wife, a former elementary, damaged," he says. read well, they read children off the streets and George Kerr, Burlington didn't have time to laugh quich~.' 
school principal, teaching "It takes three years of Judy reads at about 1,000 perhaps teaches them some South, were all in the ate lotof things,"be said. 
their children is a serious complete devotion to make words a minute, social skills lout "the system cabinet but for onereason Ministers often take 
task. these kids well, Clinically doesn't do much to en- or anstherlmt their, Jobs. criticism for decisions 
He says that children's they new are comp!etely "If we're both reading the courage xcellence." " Taylor refuses to cry involving their ministry 
brains absorb a great deal sound." same page, she'll finish He says that schools can ~ abouthismnve, thonghhe that hey did not make, he 
and "the more yeu stimuiste He says that when the before l'm half through," make only a marginal differ, admitted in a recent saye.Tbeyareeaughtina 
the brain the better it brain is damaged, routes to says her mother, ence. interview that he clout of. system. 
works." it are cut off and new ones "Kids are iaught areadsc "It's families that make a backbencher is pretty A lawyer, Taylor is an 
"But it must take place at must be established by slowly in school," she says. the difference between minimal. " I t 's  more outspoken person. He said 
an early age. We start constant and repeated "It 's no wonder they'redropping out and doing imaginary than real." his habit of speaking 
teaching our kids at birth." stimulation bored." well." Like all the others who frankly and truthfully 
stepped (or were pushed often caught people 
down), he continues to be thinking he was up to 
EARL Y V IS IT  aeilve, semeth~ng. He doesn't mind talking He hasn't decided 
about his cabinet days, whether he'll run next 
Dolls upport the theory ..,,...,o. tlmearoand. S spent in the energy "A lot of people worked 
portfolio, He was ap- bard to help me get 
~pointed to the post in elected and l'm not going 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The museum display in- University of Michigan ehsefogical interest all his l~bruary, 1977, and was to let them down if I can 
Evidence supporting a eludes artifacts howing that centre for Japanese studies, life. ren~ved in January, help it." 
popular notion that earth human habitation of Japan There are brass swords Among the pottery objects 1978. Handieman,who 
may have been visited by existed 50:000 years ago, and temple bells which are on display---domestic bowls, For m~t of that ime he shifted to the back bench 
men from outer space 3,000 including a stone doll which counted by Japanese burial and storage urns, and was file particular target from consumer and 
or more years ago has besn may be 20,000 yenrs old. The authorities as important ceremonial figurines, are of Opposition Leader commercial relations, 
put on display in the Nationul exhibit goes on a flvscity Stuart Smith. also has remained active 
Museum of Man. U.S. tour next year. cultural properties, next to some of the oldest pottery Japanese national treasures known in the world, leading Tayior's dealings with and outspoken on things 
It is in the form of several The doll, 10 centimetres whichare never let out of Ja. experts to believe now that Ontario Hydro were often he feels strongly about. 
pottery dolls found in Japan tall, has a knob for a head on difficult, he recalls. He recently was asked 
and depicting men in eisbe- a cyiindical body, and looks pan.. Relays. of Japanese theprnceuoffiriog ciaywas curators are travelling with known in the Far East long He remembers a by some of his Ottawa' 
rately-decorated costumes phallic though incised eyes the exhibit on its two-yenr before it reached the Middle conversation with the friends to seek the job as 
that leek vaguely like space can he seen under harsh tour. East where it was previously chairman of Hydro, who chairman Ottawa- 
suits. The men seem to wear light. It may have been used thought o have begun, was disagreeing with him Carleton Region. After 
bugeyed goggles with slits, • as a puppet for a plaything, Prince Norihiin Mlknas, The objects thought o be and finally said he would thinking it over he 
an unusual way of depicting or in some religious 24, a nephew of Emperor at least 30,000 and perhaps call the prender becatse decided, back bench or 
the human eye in art so ceremony. Hirohito now studying 50,000 years old are pointed it was the premier who nat, he'd stay at Queen's 
ancient. Image and Life includes English' at Queen's stone cutting took which appoints the chairman, Park. 
Clay figurines like them other rare stone, gold and University, Kingston, Ont., seem to resemble flint arrow not the minister. MacBeth says he's 
prompted Erich yon Danikon base metal objects never He admitted having happy to be where he is. was invited to open the show tips found in many ex- "It's 
to speculate on ex- before permitted outside Tuesday. His father is a cavatious of North American some concern about the the first time in 
iraterrestrlal visitors in his Japanese museums. The noted authority on Japanese Indian settlements, internal operation of years I've bad some free 
bnek Chariots of the Gods, show was arranged by the arebeolngy, and while It is thought that early Hydro and suggested time," be said. 'TII toll 
though the suggestion has University of British Prince Norihito's interest is man migrated from Asia to there be a regular audit you it's mine frustrating 
not been accepted by arch- Columbia museum of an- mainly in law, and skiing, be beth North America and done as is done in New in cabinet than out of it." 
cologista generally, thropology and the said ha had lived with ar. Australasia. 
ot 
Study has 
better idea 
OTTAWA (CP) -- An 
unpublished study done for 
the public works department 
recommends that the 
government postpone most 
.of its construction i  Ontario 
and Alberta and channel its 
spending into Quebec and the 
Atlantic provinces. 
Benjamin Higgins, author 
of the study, told the Senate 
finance committee Thur- 
sday~ "We estimate that 
~twcen one third and one 
half of e:dsting unem- 
ploym,,n '~. co~Jld be elimi. 
;~at~.d by such a policy 
without aggravating in- 
flationary pressure." 
I-liggins, a Uniyerslty of 
Ottawa professor and a 
specialist in regional 
economic planning, said his 
research shows that federal 
spending on public works in 
recent years has sys- 
tematically contributed to 
the economic instability of 
every region in the country. 
His analysts led to the con- 
clusions that Ontario, 
Alberta and British 
Columbia are generating 
mo~t of the country's in- 
flation while unemployment 
is concentrated in Quebec 
and the Atlantic provinces. 
"Without changing the vol- 
ume of public works, we can 
do much ~o reduce inflation 
and u~e:.~pksyment at once 
by concentrating these 
outlays in areas of high 
unemployment," he told the 
committee. 
Later m an interview the 
economist said he had in- 
cluded Central Mortgage 
and Housing spending in his 
definition of goverument 
construction spending. 
The study was com- 
misslon~ by the director- 
general of policy co- 
ordk)atisr~ ~nd departmental 
planni=~g, bat has never been 
,~ade ~u~li¢. Higgins did not 
say why 
ProL l{lggins also urged 
the governmen. ~ to abandon 
what I'~.. called a simplistic 
specially trained economists 
who go into communities and 
work directly with the pop. 
ulation. They+(ind out what 
the people need then devise 
specia l ly-adapted loca; 
development plans. 
Hi~ina said the theory of 
regional planning now 
practised by the'department 
of regional economic ex. 
panslon was rejected by 
leading economists as much 
as 15 years ago. 
"The idea that you can 
pick one city like Halifax or 
Moncton as a development 
pole for the Atlantic region, 
pour in incentives and sit 
beck waiting for the benefits 
to seep down to the entire 
region has almost never 
worked." 
Higgins was also critical of 
the federal government for 
using tax dollars to an. 
couraging the development 
of high.~ost industries with 
• low productivity. 
"It is bad regional policy 
to permit--let alone en- 
courage- more texti le 
plants in the Eastern 
Townships of Quebec." 
WEAK BOARDS 
THE PROBLEM 
' KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) 
- -  Some British Columbia 
teachers got high salary 
increases inpast because 
weak school boards gave 
in to their demands too 
soon, a tribunal that will 
impose contract settle- 
mania in eight Okanagan 
school dis~eto has been 
told. 
AI Akehuret, labor 
relations officer for the 
Okanagun branch of the 
B.C. School Trustees As- 
sociation, told the 
tribunal hearing Wed- 
nesday that teachers 
would wait for one board 
"to agree to a high set- 
tlement and then use it as 
the basis for their 
demands. "Everyone 
wants to see who 
collapses first," he said. 
Under the Public 
Schools Act, teacher 
as~oclatlons and districts 
that did not reach a con. 
tract agreement by Nov. 
15 must have settlements 
imposed by arbitration. 
The Okanngan 
bargaining zone districts 
include Kelowna, Pen- 
ticton, Vernon, Shuswap, 
Okansgan South, Prin- 
ceton, Summerland and 
Armstren~Spellumchoen. 
The 2,225 teachers in 
'them earlier rejected a 
tentative two-year pact 
providing increases of 6.9 
and 7,9 per cent. 
The hearing was told 
teachers want a 9.72 per 
cent wage increase over 
one year while the 
districts were offering six 
per cent. 
The three-man ' 
tribunal, made up of one 
person each appointed by 
the districts and teachers 
and a chairman chosen by 
the two, was expected to  
announce a decision ext 
week. , 
Teachers' represen- 
tative Rolli Cacchioni 
said during the past year 
the consumer price index 
has risen 8.7 per cent and 
Okansgan wages have 
gone up nine per cent. 
Non.teaching em- 
ployees in the district, 
members of the Canadian 
Union of Public Employ- 
ees, earlier settled for 5.5 
and 6 per cent wage in- 
creases over two years. 
i 
4624 Greig Avenue, Terrace 
635-5257 
7th Annual Christmas Sale 
;... t! ; .. 
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Prostitutes cause protest 
BARCELONA, spare 
(Reuter) -- Ramblas, a 
spacious treelined walk in 
the heart of this city, wit- 
leased an unusua$ protest 
recently. 
Residents were com- 
plaining that their,sleep was 
being disturbed by hordes of 
prostitutes haggling with 
their customers during the 
early hours of the morning. 
It is this side of Bar- 
celo~a-- its red-llght district 
and nightclubs--that makes 
the city's name for many 
Spaniards. 
The political weekly, 
Cambio 16, described 
Barcelona as the "New 
Sodom." 
The basis for this 
assessment is the fact that 
commodities from live sex to 
guidebooks on how to grow 
hashish can be bought here 
long before they reach the 
rest of Spain. Indeed, they 
are more readily available 
here than in much of Europe. 
It is true that a lot of what 
happens in Spain takes place 
here first, but the reasons 
are ingrained deeply. 
Barcelona, for example, was 
a city before Madrid, and it 
shows both in the planning' 
and architecture. • 
When the former kings of 
Spain moved their capital 
from Valladolid to Madrid, 
the shape of the new im- 
perial capital was designed 
more to intimidate the 
subjects of a new and 
tenuously unified Spain than 
to impress by its beauty. 
Barcelona, on the other 
hand, not only looks more 
rational on a street map, but 
also is capable of surprising. 
It is possible to round a 
corner, and be startled by 
some capricious and vir- 
tuouso building, put up by 
Gaudi, or one of his more 
fe rvent ly  modern is t  
followers. 
The university towns of 
Salamanca nd Santiago de 
Compostela can compare 
with Barcelona's 
magnificent cathedral and 
gothic quarter, but none of 
the major Spanish cities has 
the same ability to refresh 
unexpectedly. 
What makes Barcelona 
stand alone among 
European cities is the 
Ramblas, built on the bed of 
a new.forgotten rivr, run- 
ling from the city's main 
square down to the port. 
From being a river it has 
become a social torrent of 
unpredictable ebb and flow, 
a swirl of color and oddity. 
In the last three years the 
Ramblas has changed from 
a staid middle-class Sunday 
afternoon walk to the social 
nerve centre of Barcelona. 
In between the old men at 
the top and the prostitutes at
the bottom of the Bamblas is 
a peacock.walk where the 
extravagant ly  dressed 
young and not so young-- 
male and female-- traipse 
mat the care-table svec- 
taters, inviting their atten- 
tion. 
For the thousands of o=;- 
disary people who use the 
Rarebits, it is rather like 
street heatre. 
• A look through the Bar- 
celons papers will quickly 
establish that in this new 
Sodom, seldom a day goes by 
without a demonstration f 
some kind. 
Now that the political fire. 
works of the transition from 
dictatorship to democracy 
have begun to die down, 
protest has become more 
commonplace. 
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HARDWARE STORES ui 
All listings subject to change wHhout notice. 
SATURDAY 
[ 
§ p,m.to midnight 
2 KING 3 CFTK 40cTv (NEE) I CBC) (crY} 
5  o.oe**o Adventure 
KING 
i~5 News 
KCTS 
(PB$) 
NHL Wide World Evening at 
Hockey of Sports b'ympheny 
Washington Cont'd. Omt'd. 
vs Canucks Cont'd. Cont'd. 
j Cont'd. 
Animal 
i ~5 World 
Cont'd. News Once Upon 
Cont'd. Hour A Classic 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Julia 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Child 
7 i~ Wild Cont'd. Special Nova 
Kingdom Cont'd. Christmas with C,~t'd. 
Gong Cont'd. Lennon Slsten Cunt'd. 
i~S 'Show Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. 
I~ ~ i~ C.H.i.P.S. 
'Hlglt 
k 30 Explosives' 
: 45 Cont'd. I 
Saturday Academy Big 
Evening Performance Band 
Movie 'A Bash 
'Chase' Real Cent'd. 
Cont'd. American Ceat'd. 
Cont'd. Hero' Cont'd. 
Cont'd. Cont'd. C, ont'd;/ 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd~: 
Cont'd. Fantasy Cont'd;, 
Cont'd. Island Cont'd. ,. 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Ceat'd.,, 
National CTV Special 
Prov. Affairs News Don't 
Night Final News Hour Knock the 
Late Show Final Rock 
'Dean 
Martin 
~5 Christmas' 
W--d 
15 Cont'd. 
: 30 Cont'd; 
a ii ~5 Cont'd. 
~I I : 00 KING 
~_ ~5 i News 
30 Saturday [ 
I b I 45 Night 
~ Live Late Late Ripping 
Cont'd. Show Show Yarns 
Cont'd. 'Duffy' 'Missouri Saturday 
i ~5 Cont'd. Cont'd. Breaks' M .o~.e 
Written 
100 Huntley 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Contd.. 
Music 
To See 
Horst 
Kcelder 
Hymn 
S~ 
Bugs 
Bunny 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
World of 
Disney 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
s i re ,min im.  ~ 
The 
Newcomers 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Tony 
Orlando 
Special 
Cent'd. 
Stacey 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Marketplace 
Cont'd. 
Ombudsman 
Contd. 
National 
Nation's Bus. 
Night Final 
Late 
Late Show 
'How To 
Save A 
Marriage' 
SUNDAY 
41 :00  NFL ' ' • 
I : 15 I Football 
I : 3o I '=Seattle at
: 45 San Diego' 
~ :o0 IContd. 
-~  :15 [Contd. 
~ '  : 30 1 Contd. 
: 45 Contd. 
:00 Cont'd. 
: 15 Coot'd. 
_•  :30 Cont'd. 
V :,=5 Cont'd. 
The Halls 
Northwest 
• 145 Traditions 
mmmmmi~mi~i imm 
The Press 
KING 
~5 News 
°"'-°' 
~ont'd. 
i ~5 Cont'd. 
The Big 
Event 
'Centennial' 
Pt,..7==7 ~ 
Cont'd. 
i ~5 Cont'd. 
: 30 Cont'd. 
~ ~ 1 " ~ " ~ ~ :  45 Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
~ K~- - '~*~-"~ Cont'd. 
News 
Five Star 
Movie 
'Flame 
Over 
India' 
Contd. 
Winters 
Sunday 
Theatre I 
'But I 
Don't Want 
To Get 
Married' 
Sunday 
Theatre II 
'Columho: 
Death 
Hand' 
Question 
Period 
Untamed 
World 
Capital 
Comment 
News 
Hour 
Cont'd. 
Cont' d. 
Year 
Without 
Santa 
Claus 
Galactlca 
Cont'd. 
Cout'd. 
Wall St. 
Week 
Laurel and 
Hardy 
Cont'd. 
Cout'd. 
Cont'd. 
Co=It'd. 
Cousteau 
~t d. 
~t 'd .  
C~fd. 
Bash 
~t 'd .  
~t 'd .  
C~t'd. 
~Pd.  
C~Pd. 
~fd .  
~Pd.  
~t 'd .  
C~t'd. 
National 
Gengrap~e 
Coat'd. 
Cmt'd. 
i i i  i ~ i  
The C~t'd. 
Gathering Mutccplnce 
Cont'd. Theatre 
Cout'd.___..~i___,_, Cmt'd,__,i~.,m,,i _ 
W-5 Cout'd. 
Cont'd. Cont'd. 
Cout'd. Rush 
cry I Contd. 
News I Cmt'd. 
News Hour I Laurel 
Final And Hard 
Late I Sun. Night 
Show I Movie 
'Crooks and I 'bl ld~ht 
Coronets' Man' 
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Many fine stops like this one by Kim Gloeden weren't enoUgl~, as me 
Timbermen went down to a 7-3 de,eat at the hanos of the Kitimat 
Winterhawks Wednesday• 
 /IN 7.3 
Winterhawks  just  too fast 
The speedy Kitimat 
Winterhawks were in 
Terrace for a game agaimt 
the Timhormen Wednesday 
night, and were one step • 
ahead of the Terrace team" 
all the way enroute to an 
easy 7-3 victory. 
Terrace's problems began 
at 4:43 of the first period, 
when Magiel Fournier 
banged in a rebound from a 
chris Godfrey point shot to 
pressure in the Terrace nd 
of the rink towards the 
conclusion of the period 
when Staey Smeader's shot 
from the tip of the faceoff 
circle found its way through 
a maze of players into the 
Terrace net, giving Kitimat 
a 2-0 lead at the end of one. 
Mngiel Fournier, who was 
a them in the Timhermene 
side the whole game, not- 
ched his second goal of the 
give Kitimat an' early 1.0 night, a power play effort at 
'lead. The Winterhawks were 3:11 of the second period, 
apply ing t remendous and Kitimat had a three goal 
ESSO can make it possible for you to 
OWN your own two or three bay ESSO 
SERVICE STATION. With ESSO's resources 
and your skill in running a business -- you 
could make a great team. How about you? 
For more information on becoming an ESSO 
businessman, CONTACT: Gerry Inkster 
(604) 664-4075 or write IMPERIAL OIL Ltd., 
1695 Boundary Road, Vancouver, B.C. 
V5K 4X7. Locations are available in Clinton, 
Houston, McBride, Valemont, Bums Lake, 
Grand Forks, Penticton and other prime 
B.C. interior locations. 
lead. Terrace finally hit the 
scoreboard when Cliff 
Thorstensen combined with 
Terry Grimm on a 2 on 1 
break, Thorsteneen passing 
to Grimm who potted one of 
the prettiest goals of the 
game. 
Terrace got a golden op. 
portunity to get right beck in 
the match when the Win- 
terhawks ran' into some 
penalties aroUnd the"13 
minute mark of the period. 
Kitimat was playing two 
men short when some sloppy 
passing by the Terrace team 
resulted in the Winterhewks 
intercepting, and John 
Masure found himself all 
alone in front of the Terrace 
net with the puck. He heat 
netmindar Kim Gloeden with 
a good wrist shot high to the 
glove side, giving the Win- 
terbawks a 4-1 lead going 
into the final twenty minutes 
of play. 
Kitimat continued to apply 
pressure, and got two more 
fast goals near the start of 
the third period to put the 
game out of sight. Magiei 
Foumier pc,ted his third of 
the game at 1:45, and Lee 
Marleau notched on at 2:0~ 
to increase Kiflmat's ad- 
vantage to 6-1. " The Win- 
terhawks got another at 8:~, 
and it was 7-1. 
Kitimat's Steve Kerbrat 
was ;servi~ a penalty at 
14:35, when Terry Grimm 
fed a pass to Houston Hill 
who got Terraee's second 
goal, making it 7-2. Rae 
Rowe added another for the 
Ttmbermen at 18:43 of the 
third, but the game was well 
out of sight by then, as 
Kiflmat skated off with a 7-3 
victory. 
The Terrace Tlmbermen 
continue their home stand 
this weekend, when they will 
host Fraser Lake at 1:30 
p.m, Sunday. Both games 
take place at the Terrace 
Arena. 
Expansion put 
off for now 
HOMOSASSA SPRINGS, 
Fla. (CP) -- The National 
Hockey League board of 
governors meetings ended 
Thursday with the matter of 
expansion deferred until 
their February meetings in 
New York. 
problems to sort out before 
any firm decision was for- 
thcoming on expansion, 
through the addition of 
several World Hockey 
Association teams and ac- 
ceptance of a NHL franchise 
for the 20,000-seat 
Meadowlands Arena in New 
Jersey, scheduled to open in 
late 1980. 
A spokesman for the NHL 
said there were a number of 
CHRISTMAS 
PAOIFIO NORTHWEST LARGEST SELEOTIOII OF I F U R N ITU R E" v .uas, R ox.ton, Brsemore, Laz-Boy, Kroehler, 
• ~xmr, uleseraft, Knechtel-Peppler. 
APPL IANCES:  G.E., Maytug, Jean-Air, Moffat - Admiral. 
Whirlpool. 
T .V . :  RCA, Panasonle, Toshiba, Electrchome 
STEREO:  Pioneer, Technlm, Kenwoed 
This Week's Speolab: VILA$: 
20" RCA'  Bedroom Furniture 
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HOME FURNISHIIIGS Smnker., 1.0. 
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'Thornhill Elementary Mixed Volleyball team won the Elementary School 
J 
SportsAssociation (TESSA') tournament at Caledonia Sr. Secondary 
School recently. 
Unger. to stay the season 
ST. LOUIS (AP) -- Garry Unger would like to sign wlth Louis, ~hat l~e has L, unbls avoryimportantpartofthls 
Unger, who has played 831 a team that wins more getting mentally preparer hockey club and that the 
consecutive National Hockey games than it loses. Th~ for games, and that he will team is most important to 
Lesgue games, says he is think his competitive spirit leave the Blues the minute me, 
concerned only with St. has been undermined by six his contract expires next. "Stories that I 'm leaving 
Louis Blues and is not going looingseasonelneightyeara. June. don't help the club and 1 
to think about Joining And there have been "Everybody's looking for don't want to cause more 
etoriesquotlnghimnesaying a story," Unger said 
he wasted his most recently. "But the first thing 
productive years in St. Itelleverywriter'isthatl'm 
another team until after the 
SasSY. 
There are those who think 
TR¼DED TO FRISCO 
Carew now a Giant 
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) -- The formal side of the con- 
Minnesota Twine have ventlon ended with separate 
traded Rod Carew, seven- iongue me,tings and the 
time American League Joint session presided over 
batting champion, to San by Kuhn. 
Francisco Glsnis in a deal 
Cashan and Brown will 
examine schedules, hold 
discussions with the players 
esseclatiun and discussions 
with the networks, .Kuhn 
said. 
The full 10-man committee 
will meet again in January, 
K~n said.' 
Chub Feeney, National 
Longs president, said the 
committee on umpires had 
completed their work on 
uniformity. 
a88ravatloo than we already 
have. 
"I don't want anybody to 
think that I 'm quitting on 
this hockey team because 
I've never quit anything in 
my life and l'm not going to 
start. 
"I will have to decide on 
my future, but that will be in 
the off.season, when it 
doesn't affect the team, 
doMll't affect the fans, 
dMgMq affect anybody but 
m& LNvin~ St. Louis isn't 
eves In my mind right now. 
"There is a chance I won't 
he in St. Louis after the 
season.. But the Blues are. 
very impartant to me and 
I'm not going to run around 
saying I'm leaving. 
"! don't want it to get 
around that I'm gassing the 
team or want ont." 
, i t .  • 
HIE 1979 PUlER 
]Frank Cnshen and Joe L. 
Brown, the two-man com- 
mittee charged with 
studying the p~oimed three. 
d/vision realignment of the 
major Insguee, advised the 
joint meeting that adoption 
of the plan was feasible and 
recommended that it be 
pursued in other areas. .. 
: i ii ¸ 
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Pilnl(.~l~ is rol,.~nr, 1 I,, .l:; Ih(, "C, , l l l la{" for i|ll lh,, l Iqhl I¢'~dSOllS Irs lit)Ill I. 
f;mr,olh, ('omfOrtable and I, Ulrli,, { with (,xlrm; |:xtr;l:; lhdl ¢,nly nlll, Iollnll¢, 
lho .qolld bss{r:s ol a first ,'l,ms , ; .ow lnar'hlno 
Pantera I~ a finn c:ool¢M vr.r~l,.h:, pt,w¢.~r,,d by a ,'-;patti 5000 (,l lq|lR, ,tnd |t!d 
I,y {in oIfIr'IP.Flt Ml{rtlni r:;ll'llllrellc,n Syl:l¢'fl! 
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YOU'VE WilTED 
that requires ooly Carew's 
approval, Twins' owner 
~ yv!n Ortfflth qmid -Thur- 
"We are getting three 
players for Caraw," said 
Grifflth as he left the joint 
meeting of major Imbue 
owners. 
The only thin8 delsytng 
formal announcement of he 
tnmantion Is the Glsnta' 
need to satisfy Carew with a 
new contract, He Is reported 
te,be asking for 13.5 million 
for five years. 
Carew had made it clear 
that he would not si~n with 
the Twins, and with the 33- 
ysar-oid first baseman 
enteri~ the option year of 
his contract, Griffith faced 
the spectre of losing him on 
the free agent marketplace 
with no compensation in 
return. 
Orllflth came to the winter 
meeUngs determined to 
trade Carew to a National 
League team. Philadelpb.ta 
and San Francisco were the 
prime candidates, bet the 
Philltes fell out of the 
sweepstakes when they 
si~nod free agent Pete Bose 
to a four.year, 13,~ rid,lion 
contract. 
• That left the Giants and 
the deal was completed 
Thursday with  Mlnmmot~ 
receiving two playem wo.m 
San Francinco'a ma{or 
league roster, probably tint 
baseman Mike Ivle anu 
contrefloider Larry Horn- 
den, and a minor iesgoe 
pitcher. 
What If Carew and the 
Glsnis can't get tens,her on 
a contract? 
"There are three other 
eluhe after him," Grifflth 
said. The Twins owner added 
that one d the teems Nekln l  
him was New York Yankees, 
~t AI Rosen, president of 
the world champions, 
skruuod eff that audit ion, 
Spec Richardson, general 
manger of the Giants, said 
he ~Heved the Glum could 
s i l l i l y  Carew's contract 
demands. 
'lit would be one more step 
~LosSan Francisco to overtake 
Angeles and Cincinnati 
and win the division (the 
National Loniue West)," the 
Giants' GM said. 
Besides the three players, 
Grifflth is likely to get 
Iki00,000, the limit set by 
commissioner Bowie Kuhn 
on cash transactions bet- 
weon teems. 
Unless the transaction is 
completed by tonight et the 
midnight inter . league 
trading deadline, Grlfflth 
would 'have to bang on to 
Carew or trade him to an 
American League team. 
"hll'~IdlAP; "I AI~IIC EnlPlFlhilP9 In," Th ie f  ~i~.'or l'~iln, Mllmr,.Ik, l~" ,r,670; 
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.High school  basketbal l  
season starts tomorrow 
beginning of high school 
basketball in the area,and 
teams from Skeena Jr. 
Secondary School and 
Caledonia Sr. Secondary 
School will be active. 
Both Skeenu'e Boys and 
Girls teams will be 
travelling to Prince Rupert 
Saturday to take part in the 
opontn~ playday of the young 
basketball season. The Boys 
team has already seen some 
action, as they split a pair 
with Thornhill Jr. Secondary 
School's team. Thornldll 
won the first 55-53, but 
Skeena Boys came back to. 
take the second game 57-44. 
Skeena'e Boys team will 
feature Eric Metamier, who 
coach Tom Wa~lnson feels 
will be the key to their of. 
lonce. Metzmiar is a guard 
who is a good I~ll handler 
This weekend marks the . and. an excellent o,,.~:. 
shooter. Skeena also cas a 
pair of 6 foot plus ffr',,ards in 
Marvin Kurek and Tim 
Anderson who should be 
grant rebotmdera. 
Welkin. |n feels that they 
have a future star in Ssan 
BOyd. Boyd ls only in Grade 
8, but has already won the 
Yvan 
out for 
season 
MONTREAL (CP) - - .The 
1978-79 National Hockey 
League season is over for 
captain Yvan Cournoyer of 
Montreal Cansdions because 
o/a back problem which will 
necessitate a second major 
operation, probably next 
month. 
Ceurnoyer, 3S,'~mderwent 
testa this week at Montreal 
General Hospital He had 
spinal surgery in Mal~Jl, 
1977, and miasod the Stanley 
Cup playaffs that soasom~. 
Cournoy'er has not plas~d 
since Nov. 22 because of paul 
in his th~h. 
"I haven't discussed a date 
with Yvan, bat I knuw-tbet 
he'd like to wait a bit," said 
his wife, Ginette. 
"Yven likes to play hockey 
so much. He came back well 
after the first operation two 
years ago. If be comes beck 
as well this time I don't see 
why he'd have to hang up his 
skates. 
"If he feels good, I think 
he'll be tempted to try and 
continue his career." 
i t~t  "M/  . . . . .  J 
other starting guard agni~qt other teams from th~ 
position. Apparently he is a area, and ,the Girls will be 
very good ballplayer for a travelling to Sat,hera for a 
grade 8, and is an excellent season opening playday 
shooter as well. there. It's Just the ~imdng 
Caledonia',, basketball of n long basketball season 
teams will be active as well. for all teams concerned, with 
The Sr. Boys Kermodes will much excittng action eomir~ 
be on their way to Kitlmat to up in this and upcoming 
take part in a playday weekends. 
i i i  i i i  i i i  i i i 
": .~ :. 
• ~p,  
Tomorrow's 
financial 
executives 
The C(,rlilh'd Gc.(,ral A('('O|llilalllb 
Association ,lllk'rs all ¢'(hl¢'alh)l|al 
l ) r ( ignn. ('()l|(hl('lt'd i .  ('(iOl)¢'raliol| w i l i r .  
l i lt '  thl ivcrsi ly ill' British C()lUllll)ia, ;3 " 
• " • 'SI11(1('111.~ Ihlrollgholll Ih(" ,;l)rOqm~'~iav;~, 
,. ,,.,., .. 
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The Certifi Pd General Accountants 
Association o f  British Co lumbia  
MAIL  COUPON TODAY OR PHONE 782-1211 
i~istrat ion closes wednesday, December 27. •: J " 
ll~ic'rlor qll'SIlt¢ll'la s¢'l'virq',, I 
C( ;A l|tlihlil lg. 155~, Wcsl l:.iRhlh A~l'litil' 
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TURKEY ALARM 
i 
Every Saturday ti l l  December ~rd  many 
lucky shoppers will win a turkey (over 100 
turkeys to be won). 
If a shopper is making a purchase when the 
travelling alarm clock rings--he or she wins a 
Christmas Turkey. 
Join the fun every Saturday--the travelling 
alarm dock could ring anytime, anywherein 
the mall. 
0111 OENTRE MALL PRESENTS 
~U~ 
Z_._.;. 
7,4or3 Nights every week of the year 
FROM 
Per Person Double orTwin 
Call your agent or SiK,erUv  l-ioli   273-1525 
Departures from Edmonton and Calgary also avail able 
"A BEAUT/FUL WAYTO GO" ecR,o.o2s,-ss 
ta Will Be In 
Centre Mall Every 
mrday Until Christmas 
rting Thursday, Dec. 14 
Starting Thursday, December 14 
Men. thru Fri, 9:30 to 9:00 
STORE HOURS: Sat o:= mo:w 
To December 13 
01TY CENTRE MALL- 
..gN "~c-" 4. 
p , 
I 
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A rural drag race 
and paying out nearly 
$lmillion in purse money 
before the year is out. 
That's more than twice 
what we saw five years 
ago." 
The contest involves 
moving your tractor 
farther and faster along a 
300-foot dirt track then 
the other guy, while 
hitched to a sled weighing 
anywhere from 40,000 to 
65,o00 pounds. 
The pull gets tougher as 
the tractors advance 
because the sled's 
movable weight box is 
adjusted to slide closer to 
the tractor, increasing 
resistance on the trac. 
tor's rear axle. 
It's not uncommon for a 
tractor to stall before 
making the full 3OO feet. 
The sport generally 
involves four divisions in 
various weight classes-- 
super stocks, modifieds, 
mini.modifieds and four- 
wheel-drive trucks. 
"Super stocks are your 
typical farm tractors. 
only they carry about 
$20,000 worth of high. 
performance ngine and 
dr ive-tra in par ts , '  
Grimm says. 
"Many of them develop 
10 times their factory. 
raled horsepower, and in 
the heavier weight 
classes, 1,200-to 1,500. 
hersepoear outputs aren't 
uncommon." 
Just about anything 
goes in the modified 
classes, from 12.cylinder 
aircraft engines" to three 
automobile engines ar- 
ranged in step-ladder 
fashion, he says. 
The mini-modifieds are 
souped-up garden trac- 
tors and four-wheel-drive 
trucks are becoming an 
increasingly popular 
phase of the activity, 
Grimm says. 
One leading participant 
is Gary Cook, a drag 
racer turned tractor 
puller. Cook, 36, runs a 
317-acre grain and beef. 
cattle operation near 
Springfield, Tenn. Hc 
says when "he isn't 
plowing, he's pulling. 
"I've taken in about 
$13,000 i|~ purse money 
this year from the 40 to 50 
events I entered. In the 
summer, I generally 
compete in two to three 
palls a week. In the 
winter, I go to a couple of 
the big ones--Houston 
and Ind~'~apolis, for 
example," 
Cook is president of the 
Tennessee Tractor 
Pullers' Association and a 
director of the national 
body. 
"About 75 per cent of 
our members are farmers 
or are somehow 
associated with agri- 
culture. Pulling takes 
some commitment 
because you're talking 
about some expensive, 
special'purpose equip- 
ment. Modified super- 
stock tractors will cost 
about $50,000. You're not 
going to risk that kind of- 
investment in a fqrm 
field." 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. 
(AP) -- They huff and 
they puff and they blow 
their competition down in 
a display of mechanical 
muscle seldom seen in 
any farm field. They're 
farm tractors modified 
for use in "pulls," the 
farmer's answer to the 
city drag race. 
David Grimm, 
executive director of the 
National Tractor P~dlers' 
Association of Upper 
Sandusky, Ohio, says 
about 2,-000 persons from 
the United States and 
Canada are involved in 
the effort to standardize 
competition and build 
interest in the sport. 
"It's unique," Grimm 
said in a telephone in- 
terview. "Farm folks 
have been interested in 
tractor pulling for years 
_i~.now city ~ople are 
qMsinnin~ to relate to it. 
We scheduled 53 pulis on 
~rl~.U onaf circuit for . . '  
"We'll wind up drawing 
abo~t a million people 
i 
Wild turkey comeback 
three successive hard 
winters. 
Such success is not 
universal. Kentucky's 
turkez pupulatien of 2,3~0 
has not done much more 
than hold its own recently. 
Mississippi, always a turkey 
stronghold, reports that 
hunters killed 19,000 of the 
birds in a year. 
Turkeys are best spotted in 
the spring--mating time. 
"Displaying to impress the 
hens," says a New Mexico 
Wildlife Management 
writer, "the huge bird 
spreads his tail feathers in 
an upright fan, droops his 
wingtlp to the ground and 
performs a strutting dance, 
punctuated by short pauses 
for deepthrcated gobbling." 
Collecting a I~arem, a 
dominant male drives, off 
rivals in combat and gets so 
involved in fighting and 
strutting that the slim, sleek 
female finally has to take the 
initiative, literally throwing 
herself at his feel Once 
impregnated she steals away 
to hollow a makeshift, 
hidden ss~ and lays a dozen 
or so eggs, trying to evade or 
ward off predators and even 
her own mate• 
The eggs hatch readily, if 
not nipped by frost, and the 
precocious chicks or putts 
start scrambling for a living 
almost at once. Many are 
lest, but within two weeks 
survivors can fly and roost in 
trees. Meantime the gcl, 
biers have gone off b 
themselves, while the pult~ 
and hens stay together. 
In favorable territory, 15 
or ~0 birds can find a llviag in 
a square mlle. Nuts are 
mainstays, although they 
may have to compete for 
them with deer, pigs and 
cattle. 
But turkeys will eat nearly 
everything, including nuts, 
fruit, berries, seeds, leaves, 
insects, anlmak and rep- 
tiles. Some are learning 
about cam and soybeans. 
It may be that such diets 
account for the renowned 
flavor of their roasted flesh. 
Wild turkeys, which 
graced the firet U.S. 
thanksgiving feast when the 
ims reached North 
s, have made a 
strong comeback after being 
threatened with extinction. 
4~ ~l~e vp~nt  ornithologist, 
EdwardHowe Ferbuslt once 
wrote that the turkey "is 
destined to vanish forever 
from the earth unless our 
people begin at ones to 
:~ IMOtsCt It" 
AS late as 1951, another 
naturalist reported the 
turkey gone from 70 per cent 
d its original range and was 
confined largely to the south 
_q~ tha p, puthwesteru United 
in lees than two 
d~NJes, this bi~sst land 
game bird has spread north 
enc~ more, and west even 
in~ li~wati where it never 
gobbled before. Present 
popelatiens are estimated at 
well over one million and 
there's an annual kill of 
mm'e than 100,000. There are 
hunting seasons in about 40 
states. 
When the Pilgrims landed, 
the turkey was abundant in 
New England. Naive and 
easy to kill, it learned 
ckly, retreating before 
white man's gum and 
axes chopping at the forests. 
Still it remained so 
common in some areas that 
birds were hauled to market 
by the wagonload,and John 
James Audubon reported in 
1807 that a 25-or 30-pouad 
,turkey might be bought in 
Kentucky for 25 cents. 
, AS the turkey retreated, it 
~got smarter. Alerted to 
danger by keen eyesight and 
hem~,  it vanishes into the 
dlq~JR~Uzsb before the 
ls likely to get a shot. 
~M~.ane arly ob~rver 
',M~li!l~11~l, "It can run as 
"~f~ a dog, and fly as well 
• ~m aJIM~." 
~A~ l J~  mually waylay it 
I~lMiade to which they at- 
~t~,Mle  gobblers by 
@lmittttt~ a hen's call. Even 
so, says Arthur J. Cone in his 
book qfl hunting, shooting a 
r~,,~ '~'~v is "one of the 
wee manship 
• a~..  Im~ skins." 
• ,~ ikil~ Mlehisen natural 
resources department 
booklet admeaiM~es hunters 
' ~M0dOy the chase without 
coudt~ too much on sue. 
ce~.  
Telephone system 
taxes the persistent 
• A£ tl~ supply of turkeys 
awlnm~ gradually, hunting 
rqdlrlvlimS were Imposed-- 
~vdM~liwU all to the good-- 
and many birds were 
BEIRUT (Renter) -- 
Making a telephone call .in 
Beirut--once the com- 
musicatioos centre of the 
Middle East--requires the 
patience of Job, an even 
temper and lots of luck. 
Four years of war, inter- 
spersed by periods of 
ceasefire, have turned the 
Lebanese telephone system 
into what one post office 
engineer characterizes as 
"an awful mess." 
Few of the' country's 
250,000 telephone sub- 
seribers would disagree with 
his assessment. 
There are some telephones 
which function some of the 
time, a few which work most 
of the time, and virtually 
none which work all the 
time. Senior post office 
experts estimate the number 
of faulty lines throughout the 
country at around I00,000. 
About 60,000 telephones in 
Beirut and its environs are 
either dead or comatose. 
Most of the rest function 
erratically. 
The state of the telephone 
system became worse after 
the latest round of Beirut 
fighting, between Syrian 
troops and rightist 
militiamen, but it was not 
good even during the pre- 
ceding period of relative 
calm. 
For these who depend on 
the telephone to conduct 
their business, the working 
day now .begins by taking the 
receiver off the hook in the 
hope of getting a line. 
This can take anything he- 
tween a few minutes to an 
hour or two and depends on 
your district, luck, and the 
weather. Rain makes 
telephone communication 
virtually impossible, a 
phenomenon which has 
nothing to do with the war. 
Even during Beirut's pre- 
war days, one is told, the 
underground cab les  
carrying the telephone lines 
were not waterproof. Once 
water seeps into the cables 
or connecting points, the 
system goes wrong. 
Getting a line and dial tone 
is by no means a guarantee 
of success. More often than 
not, the number answering 
will not correspond to the 
number dialed. 
Many Beirut telephones 
now are fit only. to receive 
calls, while others can only 
be used to make calls. 
In some neighborhoods, 
the owners of incoming 
telephones and those with 
outgoing instruments have 
developed reasonably ef- 
fective, ff time-ennsuming, 
mutual-help systems. In- 
formation on subscribers 
with good two-way 
telephones is eagerly sought. 
So too are Japanese-made 
sound-boosting contraptions 
which free the would-be 
caller from the need to pay 
constant attention to-h~ 
telephone while waiting for. a 
line. Placed next to the 
receiver, the devices make a 
shrill noise when the dial 
tone comes on. 
For at least one sub- 
scriber, the Beirut telephone 
roulette is said to have been 
lucky. According to this 
story, an exasperated 
businessman, after hours ot 
abortive attempts, finally 
dialed the number of a 
business associate. A woman 
with a husky voice answered 
to say he had the wrong 
number. 
But they struck up a 
conversation, romance 
blossomed, and the two are 
preparing to live happily 
ever after• 
Cynics doubt he tale knd 
say it probably was spread 
ey the telephone authorities 
in an attempt o mollify 
outraged clients. For 
althengh the service may I 
in a mess, the delivery f 
telephone bills is rarely is! . 
OUT OF GAS 
SALEM, Ore. (AP)  - -  A 
new capital punishment law 
took effect in Orogea on 
Thursday, the second time 
this century Oregon voters 
have decided to bring back 
capital punishment after 
earlier repealing It. The 
state has no gas chamber, 
however, so It's anlikely 
there will he any executions 
for some time. . released from game farms- 
~l wkich w~s fatlle. The farm. :~:~:~:.:.:~.•~:.:.:~:~:~.v.v;•.v.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.:;~:v~:~:~:~.~.:.:~:•:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:~:~:~•~:~:•~:~;~;~:v;~...~.:~:~:~:.:::.:.:..... 
theirbredblrdahadf°rg°ttenallpere~is ever knew !iiii!i Business ] 
• ~ about llfe lfl the wild and 
• were too innocent o escape 
~th~..Iwwks, owls, foxes, iiil A * ~  ~ !! 
- -n , .  .= ,  Not listed in our 
snakes and other predators. /i ~ ,:.',/i 
, .  ~M~, . .  t~  lgS0s, Penn- ' B,i), Tel Dirootory, ~'.~ a~f~i~il~! a author i t ie~ 
dtscovered a solution, '.i: ;:!i 
NJ~JQi~r~ensed in suitable ~ AURORA ANIM£L HOSPITAl.. 6~-3140 i:!i 
~ n l~, ,  lltute after state 
;~ o fM~t  sul the gobblerso th~twastheheardCall ~ ~  ~r~ TERRACS" VETERINARY CENTRE ~lS.~I. I
~ ~r and wide. • • ~ '  I ~sJ OLI'$ PLACE./MI.~3! 
' Peiulsylvenin birds spread 
i n toNew¥ork .  F remtbere  L sted ,,,,,,,,,,o..H, 
• ~ Vef~t  obtained in 1968 a ~ Terrace Dog Grooming ~38-1725 stock of 31 individuals which 
have multiplied in 10 years to 
M ~ r ~  - [ Free  . for ONE month courtesy of THE " u mtlmated 6,000 to 10,000. 
Vermont has sent breeding I I ~ j ' / t , ,~  ,~ DALLY HERALD 
birds to Maim, New Hamp-. 
sbhpeand New Jersey I! you wish your .usi.ess Phone ~ r ~  ~r~lS l~ 
MM M/cldpnre~rts its trans, listed for your customers please call O~l~l  g O U I  planted birds thriving, wtth a 
total of shoot 68,000 despite ~ ' ' 
• ..,  J~, . - ,~ '~¢ . . . . . .  - , * , ,  ' . . . .  ' .,. 7 ",, 
/ 0. i ,  , • A city for the scientists 
PUSHCINO, U.S.S.R. have no production here 
(AP) -- Foc scientists in which isn't eoaneeted with 
Moscow and other large our scientific centre/'  
Russia,, cities, simply Sluryabinsays:. 
amou¢' a setting to work often means Pushchina la 
more than an bolt betilinff numharof~enceclUeallmt 
crowds aboard buses, trams ' grew up in the Soviet Union 
and the anbwey, beginning in the late 1950e 
But here in thi, small city and early 19sos, modelled in 
fordmgned and built espre~ part on the research cantrea 
science, a staff member then flourishing at major 
at ane of six renmu'ch in- U.S. universities. 
.stitutaneanroackhiajobby The largest and best- 
walking five or 10 minutes 
Senior selenllfic ~flelafs 
paint to the aboenea of 
commuting headaches as 
one of the side benefiis of a 
.delvingiinto the complex 
field of genetic engineering. 
This .involves .transplanting 
segments ofgenetic material 
into bacteria, cells and, in 
effect, :ereattug new llfe 
forms. . 
Journalists ~islting the in- 
stitute recently were shown 
laborator ies  where  
technlcim/S~i wear ing  
protective dotldng worked 
• behind tightly sealed, floor- 
to-ceiling glass enclosures, 
planned science city like 
Pnshchlno, a spocinl eantre 
for biolN0eal rcoearch 190 
kilometros outh of Moocow. 
Among the problems, say 
some Rnsginna familiar with 
the onntren, is their isolation 
and in-~wn ~ system. 
" In  ges~'al ,  ! think ~is 
experiment came out 
tremely well," says Georgy 
Skryabin, director of Push- 
chino's Institute of 
siochamiatry and 
Physiol_o.sy. of Micro- 
centre was built, the site was 
• la•d  a Iract of unused fro'cot overlocklng the Okn 
River. " 
"Everyth ing  here, 
everybody who lives here, is 
~ t e d  to science. We 
known is Akademserodok, 
builtnenr the industrinl eity .safety measures reflecting 
of Novealbirsk in wcotern ~'cancern that this kind of 
Siberia..,This cempl~-- with research might accidentally 
ruearehinstitutes staffed produce some deadly new 
by abouts,000 selen~is and form 'of " micro-organism 
10,000tochnictans-serven as against which humans have 
headquarters of the Slbes'lan. no n~tural, immunity. 
branch of the Soviet• Pushehino's fa'cilities 
include a hotel for visiting Academy of F, cleros. 
'Other selenae clttm in the 
Mesenw area include Duhaa, 
specializing in nuclear re -  
search; Pretvino, a castro 
~ high-enengy physics; and 
niuek, boasti~ four in- 
scientists, a . restaurant 
ha~ 
• dor its fish delicacies, 
sehonls--among them an 
enperimental one run by the 
• Soviet • Academy of Pe- 
.stitutes and the Soviet dagog iea l  .Sclenees--a 
Union's ceatral geephyaleal ' "House of Sclmtiata" club 
laboratory. .. anda hospltaf, . 
Co~trucllon of the Push- '" :Slu~abin, a corren~n .a~. 
chino scientific facil it ies member .•of the aovm~. 
began in 1961/ The castro Academy of Scloncen, says 
n0~v has a total of about 1,000. everything In Pnahchlno Is 
scientists pursuing research arranged so each scientist 
in  microbiology, tha "can work well and display 
structure of proteins, his talent." 
Mo phy~,  photosynthesis He acknowledges that can- 
mma_..gz~,_,omy, structinn of apartments i
siuTabin s min~- ~,Uing hehmd growth of the 
oqpmim Institute is among community's population, 
several in the Soviet Union nnwabeutle,000.Butheeays 
this is because officials 
decided to concentrate on 
building better-quallty three. 
room apartments, rather 
than a greater number of 
cramped "one-room flats. 
Like other Russian science 
cities, however, Pushchino 
has some basic problems 
related to ita isolated 
locatinn--more than a three. 
hour ride from Mescow--and 
the rigidly hierarchical 
nature of science in this 
country. 
One young Russian 
biologist in Moscow says 
some od his Pushehino 
colleagues feel cut off from • 
the capital's cultural life and 
thus are inclined to move 
back to Moscow once they 
advance their career 
prospects by working for 
several years in Pushchino. 
MARIJUANA STOLEN 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Thieves stole 1,300 pounds of 
marijuana with an estimated 
$400,500 street value from a 
government-leased 
"warehouse, officials said 
Thursday. They said thieves 
broke into the building 
through an upper level and 
took 25 bales of marijuana 
each weighing about 50 
pounds. The theft occurred 
late Monday or early 
Tuesday. The marijuana 
was being held as ovidmce 
in a trial. 
BEWARE OF 
.OUR IMITATIIR8 
When you are insulating your home, remember there is, in fact. only 
one STYROFOAM* SM brand insulation. 
Made by Dew-and only Dew--this  rigid foam insulation can be 
identified by its brand name. which is cleady printed on every board. 
That word STYROFOAM SM is your guarantee you're getting 
'"the real thing"--with a unique combination of insulating properties 
proven over the past thirt~ years. STYROFOAM SM can't get wet and 
soggy; won'~ mildew or rot: can't crumble or break easily; is light- 
weight-yet  strong and easy m use, !~ retains for years its high 
insulation value of R-5 per inch o f  thickness in interior and ev~,,~ in 
exterior applications! You can look forward to a lifetime of comfor~ 
and lower fuel bills. 
...... " /~y'prod~t as go0d as STYROFOAI~ SM is bound to have 
imitators. So when you are ordering insulation, it pays to be specific. 
Ask for STYROFOAM SM by name and make sure the brand 
name is on it. 
. ~ ~  OOW CHEMICAL OF CANADA, LIMITED 
IFnDOESN'lrWiY 
nmr[  
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SECOND 
SECTION 
Communicat ions  test 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 50 per cent of the project., served by one carrier in a 
Canadian telecom- A main aim of the project given area providing for 
municatiom carriers said is to give Canadian industry shared use of a single in- 
Thursday they will invest the practical experience tegratod local distribution 
;2.5 million in a tent program needed to develop aeom-  plant capable of tran- 
that wil] provide resident~ in ~titive po~ition in fibre smitting all forms of corn- 
• a rural Manitoba community optics technology., municaUous. 
with such services as single- Communications earriere "This would be conditional 
party telephones FM radio now use'copper cable lines, upon agreement hat the 
~nd mulil-chaanel television, whose price has soared the carrier will provide all users 
,~ The experimental last few years. Fibre optics with access to the plant 
program to be conducted in are made of glans and within under equitable terms and 
'~ Elle, Man., 60 kilometres a short period will be eonditions," says association 
~ O B  west of Winnipeg, was an- cheaper than the copper president Don Cruickshank. 
• nounced last June by lines. Members of the 
Conununieations Minister In addition, hundreds of association include the Schreyer looking forward JeunneSauve. services can beprovided major telephone eompanies, '['he xecutive council of th ough the glass tubes--it CN-CP Tele 
the Canadian Teleeom- could handle all basic communications, the Tram- 
mun icat ions  Car r ie rs  communications services. Canada Telephone System, 
Association decided earlier The carriers association Telegiohe Canada, Telesat 
thiswecktogoahaadwithite says it hepes the Elle project Canada and the Canadian 
WINNIPEG (CP) - -  pointmentwasaunonncedin suprised and slightly over the heim of the party in and alto' consultation with part in the program. The wil) back its view that the Independent Telephone 
Former Manitoba premier Ottawa and London, overwhelmed." 1969and within weeks was on NDP members of the federal government ia to pay public interest would be best Association. 
Ed Sehreyer said today he is Sehreyer had this to say: Schreyer said he received his way to forming the legislature, 
looking forward to his new " . . the first official word on his province's first socialist Premier Sterling Lyon 
role as GoveroorGeneral of " I  am "locking torwara appointment about 8 a.m. ~overnment, issued a statement 
Canada with a sense of honor with enthusiasm to the role (:ST Tuesday in.a telephone Since the NDP's defeat in congratulating Schreyer 
and dsephamllity, end responsibilities, but I call from Prime Minister the 1977 provincial election, moments after the ap- A N D  D A N G E R O U S  
Speaking to reporters here would be less than honest if I Trudeau. he has served as leader of pointment was made public. 
shortly: after, his ap. dida't say I wan eomewbot wifetheSchreyersaidhedtscussedapp°intmentand family, withan  ac-his legisl ture.the official opposition in thes hr yer  admit e  today Manitoba,~Jnd"On hebalf of the peoplegovernmentl ongratulateof . Cocaine is chic 
ceptedtheofferenhourorso that he had a'few regrets him on the high hener which 
later. . about leaving polities for h~ is to he eor~erred upon him, LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  Stones guitarist Keith America nov 
But prior to Tuesuay, new nonpartisan duties, and wish him and Mrs. The party swings. Beautiful Richard and cnuntry singer every majo 
Schreyer said he had had no "I do have a t~,endous Schreyer health and hap- people some as famous as Waylon Jeaninga. area in Nort 
fom~;:l contact about the feeling of nostalgia and piness as they undertake their host, flash toothpaste- "It's a status thing," said What is t 
matt=~ with anyone in a regret," he said. "But on the their new duties, nd smiles and: drop the Deputy District-Attorney high that s, 
position of authority in the other hand, I feel ...I will be "They will have an op- names of their latest films. John Watson, who has rich~ 
~, : , federal government. He said able to fill the position and portanity to perform a most The clink of ice in glasses prosecuted Hollywood "Cneaine i 
the possibility had been respons ib i l i ty  w i th  important service in melts to a murmur of an- cocaine cases. "Rock stars, stimuiantof 
mentioned in an "almost judiciousness and impar- representing and reinforcing ticipatlon. The host people in the entertainment says a U. 
New Hal d Cover Books for anenym~" telephone call Uality." the role of the mounrchyin demurely serves up the indastry, give it a great desl forcemant 
two or three weeks earlier, The former premier said Canada as the centre of evening s special treat on an of res e"  m Met 
FTS . p t~.  pap . g ' CHRISTMAS GI but he said he did not take he would resign his seat in Canadian unity." elegantsdver tray. A round Drug-watchers ay today's "Cnealnei~ 
Schreyerhan spent most of leadership of the provincial mother off our children, said Not quite, The goody at the fad which swept show always use 
lds adult life in palities--flrst party immediately, the family f irst learned this in-crowd gathering is a business 50 years ago. In aphrodisiac.' 
. as an MP in the House of Under the party's con- about the imeaibility of he'r delicate white powder laid these days, ,actors on the These who 
Commons and later as stitution, an interim leador is husband's appointment out in.neat little rows-- West Coast and jazz parties say 
Kiddies books  - New low leadar~theManitchaNew expected to he chosen soon about two weebo ago, , cocaine, musicians in the East dis- sorbed throv 
Democratic Party. He took by the provincial executive "I forgot all about It then. A powerful stimulant covered cocaine could help membrane li Hprices°nChina&Giftware Alberta ups W'd said there was I|'tt'][e "'i'nboled °r  sn°rted' "thr°ngn them porf°rm" In 1978' there pr°duces et 
possibllityand I was so b~,'Y me nose, cocaine m me most are whispers that cocaine is sense of SAVE MONEY ON baking for Christmas !rod pepular drug of abuse in the a f fec t ing  Ho l lywood 's  elevateathe 
L1  having people over, althOQb United S tateateday, dfidais business decisions and la~sure. As 
• I should have known." say. am nowhere is it more creative performances, makes you ¢~ 
i t s  o i l  price Schreyer, born . in  chic than in~em~ey~ In her autobiography, faster,"usez Beausejour, Man., ~|rst movm" a~ musfc coiomes ot actress. Elizabeth,, Ashley But behin 
entered public life o'n the Los AngeJes. wrote. Now everyone and dancing 
provincial level in 1968 as a knows, even though they darker side. 
w is available in 
 j r metropolitan 
r  i  rth America. 
t i  this high-priced 
i  t t so enchants the 
" ocaine is the strongest 
ti l t of natural origin," 
.S. Drug En- 
Administration 
" oc i  is the sex drug," 
said a former user." "I 
l s s d it as an 
redisiae." . 
  sniff cocaine at 
ties  the drug, ab- 
r ed ugh the mucous 
r  lining of the nose, 
produces euphoria and a 
wellbelng. It 
elevates the pulse and blood 
Imm re. a result, ."it 
dance faster, talk 
faster," users say. 
d the laughter 
feet there's a 
At $100 a gram, coke is one 
representative of the Bro- of the most e~lve  dg~gs don't dare say so, that co- Cocaine can cause ner- 
EDMONT'ON (CPJ --  Reports from Ottawa kenhead eonstitusney. At 22, on the street--about the caine can get you up to do a vousness, irritability and 
Alberta will increase the Wednesday said Alberta and he was then the youngest same price as heroin but show. It may not be the best paranoia. A heavy user may 
paise of its crude oil by $1 a the federal government had 'member of the house, more readily available and thing for youbutit's far from have hallucinations that 
barrel if a new federal- reached a new oil.pricing Schreyer, 43 later this socially acceptable. People the worst. And it works, hogs are'crawling under his 
provincial pricing agree- agreement hat would he month, was re.elected who might not use another Especially if you're sick and skin. Some have torn 
ment is net signed by Jan. 1, sealed next week with an provincially in 1969 and in drug are willing to pay down." themselves bloody trying to 
Energy Minister Don Getty exchange of letters between 1963 before jumping to dearly for cocaine because Today's cocaine craze isn't extract he bugs. 
said Wednesday. Getty and Federal Energy federal politics and the it's not physically addictive limited to performers. Of- Because cocaine is 
The province had earlier Minister Alastair Gillespie. HousaofCommonsin1965as nd a cocaine high is not ficials say glamorous inhaled, heavy users can 
agreed to delay an increase a member for Springfield. easily detected hy others. Hollywood coke use is suffer serious nasal damage. 
for six months if the federal But Getty said there is no ~gove.mment . would . ..,- indication that an early Hewanre-electedin196Sasa However, psychological, prompting in.creasing in- In some cases, holes have 
guarantee that Alberta agreoment'~ " forthcoming, member for Belkirk. depondence:candevelop, and tereGtam~ig me young and been burned through the 
• In 1~6~, he mi l imd his rite lining b~ the user's nose affluent everywhere. Jerry septum which separates the 
would receive a price in- "We are prepared to nego- federal seat after being can he severely damaged. Jemen, West Coast regional two nostrils. 
crease on Jan. 1, 1980 as tiatetheprice,"Gettysaidin che~=n to succeed Russell "I was engsged to a record director of the U.S. Drug 
compensation, an interview. Paulley as leader of the producer a few months ago, Enforcement Ad- "There's not an awful lot 
•.  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . Manitoba New Democratic and it seemed like he always ministration, feels heavy that can be done for them," 
T]L .  . . . . .  t . . - .  ~ .~.~ - - . . L~__~t - ' _ .A  L_~_ I . t l l I I~_ . - . I _ _ . . _L  Party. He plunged into a hadacold," saidawcalthy cake nse by stars sets a bad said a plastic surgeon who This space,age automotive breaktSrough 
couldbeyour bi breakthrough! I ' :  
provincial general election Beverly Hills woman. "It example, has reconstructed rug- 
. ~ andbocame premier, didn't dawn on me until "Everyone knows damaged nneea. your l  Following the NDP's 197"/ months later that he was someone using cocaine who Until recently, even the 
. . . .  - - , . j ~  ...... ........ defeat at the bonds of the heavily into coke." seems just fine--usually exports believed coke was a 
Pregressive Conservatives, Among those arrested for someone they leak up to-- nonlethal drug. However, in 
N E ~ M ~ S T  I 'H |NG " ro  A I L l ip i=T iMi~*  I~NG| i t iH~ | | | Schreyer took over the role investigation of possessing and they don't bel ieve a recent study, the U.S. 
(Reduces the fr ict ional wear-and-tear that causes you to "trade in" every few years), of opposition leader, a role cocaine have been actresses there's anything wrong with National Institute on Drug 
• which he did not appear to Linda Blair, Gall Fisher, it," said Jemen. Abuse concluded that ac- NEW T M T HOT"PLATES" THE INSIDES OF YOUR Anjelie, Huston, Louise First extracted from the cidental deaths due to He had expressed wishes Lanier, former child star Coca plant in 1880, cocaine cocaine, while uncommon, 
s n • earlier about a change. Tommy Rettig, Rolling smuggled from South do occur. 
ENGIM _WITH A 50.000 MILE PROTECTIVE Da Pont  .oou=cmT, ON NOT,CE Grey 
Teflon* COATIHGt , ._ . . . . . ._ , . ,  oa, the  in  FACT The coat of owning and operating any vehicle--car, bus, truck, you pose a shock hazard. If y.ou have one of these shavers, please name It--his gone stnllght through the celllngl The cost of gasoline and o117 UP! discontinue use of it untd it has been corrected. 
*Re$. U.$. Pat. Office for The payments demanded by skilled (and not-so-skilled) mechanics? UPI The Du Pear's fluorcarbon resins. HOW To Identify A Shaver To Be Corrected: 
Pfl¢etl0, '~n new c i r ,  and Iruck,? UP, I,', positively ,*ckening--,nd it's going to g,t If your shaver has an "R" on the metal base plate or an "R" on C O Jll O 
WHAT IS TMT? worse Ix:..,re it (lets any better! the enclosure adjacent o the switch button, it is correct 
TM "r ~ superconcentrated hqu,d for- r mulahon ,ncorl0orahng Ou Pont TEFLON' . . .~  . . , ~  
the same chemtcal compound that went to 
the Moon m the lunar v(hocle engines When [O ALHGUIST WalL• FAMOUS AUTOMOTIVE [flGIH[[R REPORTS ON T.M.T. TEFLON TIIr~TMKMlr. NEW YORK (AP) -- Red 
TMT ,s added to an engme crankcase th,s ' ,he .,:five Cl~emlcal in|radiant in "TM.T," has "And once "T.MT." has been added to In on. and green, move over .  Grey 
key,ngred,ent mstantfy goes to work against • speci,, affinity for metal which causes it to l ine-  positive results can be seen thr0ulh thl 
the No One Cause of poor gas m, leage 'TIit¢" .rid •dhere to all,exposed friction sur. experienced and trained eyes of even the molt is thezeason's new color for 
sluggish performance h,gh operatmg tern- faces..lymers attract more polymers to a micro skilled of mechanics. They will notice I dlCidld consumers who want to give 
peratures, and mechanical breakdown Irtc. thickness which means a "controlled" build.up increase in compression readinlls- which Indl. 
honal drag occurs around worn surfaces which accounts ~r cares that piston and tin~. seal have Improved. Mother Nature a gift while 
the numerous user.reports o~ reduced "blow.by".. An increase in idle r.p.m. S will also be dot•el. CORRECT HAS"R"  INCORRECT deL~their holiday shopping. 
But unless you're a chem,cal engmeet,  increased commission readinllS, and reduced oil able due to the reduced friction after • ~w 
r,ghlnowyouremoremterestedmwhatTMT consumption! hundred miles of "TMT." "platinll". The grey they have in 
does than how d does ,t So here ,! ,s m a HowToGet l tCor rected :  mind i s  the color that "And in order to effect a permanent reatment, "CONCLUSION: Not only is "T.M.T." easy to ul |  
nutshell you simply add "T.MT." to the crankcase oll (it should take 30;secondr, at the most for •ddlnl Send your name and address to Sperry Remington, 2254 
TMT IS FAST, There s nothing comphcated |hroolh the oil filler hole (so.easy - that even a permanent reatment) - but its results can be South Sheridan Way, Mississauga, Ontario LkJ 2M6.  or take identifies the i ns ide  of  
• child can do I t ) -  preferably after the saline seen even under the careful scrutiny Of any your shaver toyour  nearest authorized Sperr~ Remington recycled packages. 
about usmg TMT -a  12-year-old k*d could do has reached formal opel/tin| temperature. The mechdnic, The benefits that can be expected with service facility (see the yel low pages of your phone directory.) 
d ,n less than 60seconds and not even get enllne should then be run for a minimum of "TMT"  *n the enllme-are as follows: Ifl. In addition to looking for 
h,s hands dirty ~ thlrt[t minutes in order fo make sure that all creased Gas M,ease -increased Horsepower-Lea How The Repalr  Will Oe Made:  greeting cards, gift wrap, 
TMT IS PERMANENT' Its an engme treat- friction surfaces are "plated", 0nly eiRht ounces 011 Consumption - Less Wear On internal Paris - 
meat not an od treatment Just one s,fgle ore required for the avetaee passenier car or Reduced [missions tower 0peratln| Tempera .  IfyouwillcallorsendyournameandaddressdirectlytoSperry giflboxes, party napkins and 
apphca ,on ,s all ,t takes to Dermanently pro- smah truck online, lures - Easier Cold We|thor Starts!" Remington. an easy to apply  self-adhesive insulator will be 
'tact your engme for as long as you own your sent to you at nocost, or if you take your shaver to an paper towels made of 
car, authorized Sperry Hemington service facility, itwill be repaired reycled paper, members of 
TMT IS SAFE* Were put our money where newtkatysu'velle•rdflemtheexpert...llltentelheravlleferdlnaRdrlvlrl, at no charge to you. more than 4,000 women's 
our mouth ,s on tfl,s w,th a $1 000000 THERESULTS PIOPL[ HAVE GOTT[N ARE $0 SENSATIONJK, WE CAN'T PRINT THEM. THAT'S THIS CAUTION NOTICE CONCERNS ONLY REMINGTON groupA in 40 states are  
Product L,abddy Pohcy issued by a nahonally WHY WE'VE "gttEP[0" THEM OUT OF THESE ACTUAL CUSTOMER LETTERS... WOMEN'S  RECHARGEABLE SHAVER MODELS 3B2L  OR supporting a new "Grey  is 
famous ,nsurance company' (Once you've put T.M.T. in your vehicle, you'll be filhni in the fiKufes yourself). 6B2L.  NOOTHER REMINGTONSHAVERS ARE INVOLVED. Beautiful" campaign to 
TMT IS EFFECTIVE' Effechve for any car cheese products that come 
truck,  or other veh,cie -whether  ds  this Motorcycle Ricer "Bad Deal" becomes wrens of course he probably 
year's model or one thats 15 years old' Pro- p t lMor t  power! "Good Deal" with "T.M.T." wn,'t admit it untd he oses the , . , .~.  - . . - . . .*  . . , , , , ,~ ..---=,,~.,~,ae~===ae_----.-....--.--~ -. . .-=~ . - - - - , . . . . - - - - ,~ ..-.-.=-- .., packaged In recycled 
lects and preserves new engross hohtens TMT in Ms car that I'm Illvlnl him ; $ . : ~ ** ; : ~ ~ ~ paporboard cardboard. 
'up* and reluvenates old ones* "As an enlUneerin| student and "i've tr*ed gas savPr5, pills, new as a present " -- II,W. 
ricer, I was interested if  .hat filters, enema treatmenh, etc My 
TMT IS GUARANTEED' Every TMT Treat- T.M.T would do let I tenth mile friend told me about a product Auto Mechanic The campaign "is a 
ment sold cames w,th ,t the strongest, most speed test. that his ,,thor had ius, tested for recommends " tM. r ' !  g " recycling ef for t  that  goes an 
Iron-clad Guarantee we could th~nk of' - his fleet of trucks and I'm sure "1 am an Auto Mechanic |nd f 
A series of ruffs from • slandlnl| Treat Your Horse To A important step beyond • GUARANTEED Better gas m,leaoe still showed that our (,T. (Elapsed you Iluessed it was TM T. drive a '61 Caddy. and It was ell- 
more miles from every tankful or Time) was reduced by XX a second My mileage has gone from XX to in¢a lot of ins in lhe city lnd collecting old newspapers," 
,....,,,.o,,,,,ooo.,o,.., oo,..,,,,... , *,, ,.,,,.G ,. Warm Chr i s tmas  money back m full' |liar T.M.T was added fo the fuel father, who is a car mechanic in~ "T-M.T" I pick U~.~ ~ • - -  ~ ' ~ . ~ ~ 2  L='~''~l~'ll'~al l~'l~'~" I t  redes to the ialffn, but flOW.llnCl says William Hancock, • GUARANTEED Lesso,I bum,ng long- mix I f  my 125 c.c. Kawasaki Me- told me It's impossible but I've I've been us J "% manager of the recycled 
er periods before topping off Or torcross racine motmcyce, kept exact records on my last four XX ffallons in ie oily-lad XX IS;  It" 
money back m full' As a student of enllneerifl this tankfuls and have proven the old Ions on the highway, so I kilo ~porboard division of the 
yoo peoria have a lord produd, American Paper Institute, a GUARANTEED Smoother enome pelter- proved that T.M.T reduced friclt0n sayinB lhat even falne,r, e~n be and I will recommend it," 
mance lessstalhngandrough,dhng and ,ncreasedpowe,." MT.=.T J .  " HORSE BLANKETS i t  goes directly to the Ot money Deck m full' G.I. -- IK I r  
shelves of supermarkets and 
a GUARANTEED Increased horsepower SADDLE PADS steres where the gond resuits 
and h,gher compression more Z,O and 
accelerahon ot .,o.ev bac* ,. t~,, F ILL  OUT AN D MAIL  NO-R ISK  COUPON,TODAY:  of recycling may he seen in 
e GUARANTEED Longer eng,ne hfe the form of packaging for 
fewer repa,r bdls {espec,ally for costly ONLY TWO TO A CUSTOMER DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND. (FIRST COM[. FIRST $[RV[|. many common products ,  
r,ngandp=stonlobs) or money back m from toothpaste and break- 
,u, , ,  Saddles - -  Bridles & Accessories fast record albums e GUARANTEED All these ,mporfant Enclosed is I - i  cheque or r-] money order and children's games." 
money.sacreD benehls  no matter how 
long you own your veh,cle or money r ']  one at $14.95 [ ]  two at $26.95 Although many products 
back m lull' already are packaged in 
Name: ; T h e  H o w a r d  Jackson's P l a c e  recycled paporhoard, many In v,ew of lhe many 0oss,ble sawngs and more could be, Hancock 
benehts cded above, what do you suppose Address: added. 
any vehicle owner or operator would gladly 
Payforaone.frrnepermane, tlrea,mentof Ci.:. Prey.: P.C. ,  617 T . .  SSooo, s,O~oo..o.E, li Milel train Nwl. 16 on ,,ay increasing demand 
We,  I,slen to th,s The es,abhshed ,ela,t Old Lakelse Lake Road " for this packaging, each 
PrLceof TMT is only $14 95* Thafs nqht  only FOREST LAWN DiSTRIBUTORS environmentally concerned 
=,m ~- -d lhny ,nvestment he! could possibly ! consumer  can  play a v i ta l  
pay ,tself b~ck dozens o' t,mes over .n say- P.O. BOX 550, Stat,on J, Calgary, A lberta T2A 4X8 : role in keeping the recycling 
,rigs on gas o,I anti repa,r bdls Fant~shc • chain gol~." 
I 
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OM THE CHURCH!I J R / ' r  r " "" • . , . 
• . . . • . . ... . . ,. . , 
" God loves them. 
Advent (which mmm 'to 
come') is then a preperatim 
time. But for the Cbdatbm It 
for the eon~- d God. 1lint 
• preparation COllliJta of 
~ov~ ,- t~ r.ce ~ ~-p, 
" tba Saint of the North -- Mr. c~npanlesas p~0ble, tinm muneretlde, havlnil humility In the 
• k a worm d be~ With 
thl= Iffmt~le m s re~lJtie 
She has to see all of them 
V~Nc0UVSa (ce~. -  m to ~ B~= Col.=- ~ ~=o or ~- -  ~da=ai r .~  ~.~d.  
Film classifier mary.Lea Ida s top film classiflcaUca that viewors know what to The murder of a 10-ycar-dd 
MeCau~md had her first po~,t in January. expect. Portu~ueas bee.~d~ boy 
run.in with cansorshfp in When I came into it, I Applyin~ these 8uidalinns hn~dy set the stage for the 
1974wheosbewasfm~edto wanted to have some in- isnotensy, sbeuid, bunnin~ofthemovleabouti 
hand over the enfle film flumeo to make changes," "We have problems with child prnsUtute, eaid Ms. 
Emmanuella to the RC~P. she said. "~'non I realized deflnit/ons, with words like McCausland, and sliewante 
~ Ms. McCHslend, then an the power in not mine at all. ~ and pornography," to avoid that Idod ~ fear- Proposal separates tate-church employee In the Odeon "lt'snotabandw.B=, Ms. MeCanslandseiE lmplredeea~l~p. " theatre chain's Ca lpry  one persm and (hla) ideas. 8he said that some people A oUco incident involviNI 
~'ieo, tom 0dnon pmddent ... It is a system whe~bythe eomid~ ~ su~mfloa of 
. C.~'rySutherland that, ff she ~roateat number of people ~ more ~ne than a reaimoftheseasasbe~lastthe Japan ~ film in the 
were hlm, she would flaht can have some input and portrayal of the se~ eel summer discloses Ms. 
ROME (AP) - -  In a ~overnodrelafl.ombetween fromholdJ~publleJobe. 19~d~'In~PopePiusXl 's  theselaure, have that reflected in wbet is Pro~h~dal law, however, McCausland's approach to  
proi~oal that could alter Italy end the emr~.  - reign. Uttledidsbereallzethata donsbyadvf lservent"  provides Ms. McCausland dealing with the problem of 
church-state relations In Major points ~ the aflree- - - the  status ~ church. " . ' few years inter shewould be Ms. McCausinnd and her with @idellnes under which varied audiences. ,. 
several Roman Catholic ment, in ita third draft after property in Italy and tax Under a treaty sl~ned at f~.l.miflm to ban or eomor two assistants re~darly sit fllmsl~'trayin~explidt~= Slhebedelassifledth~fllm, 
countries, Premier Glul/o twoyoarsofno~otlaUons, in- privUeMswould~meunder the ,same time, Italy. thr~Sh as many as four end extreme vlolence can be in which a woman'| oh- 
AndreotU has suggested that dude: dour  scrutiny of the Italinn reeoanized Vetir, en Cit~ as Ms. McCausland, ~,  a feature-kniSh films a day in "brained. sessive love for a man leeds 
Italy drop Roman --Roman Catholicism ~overnment. an independent s ate and the former theatre studmt, said the proJectim room d the Those guidelines were her to castrate him, as ap- 
Catholicism as Its .state would no longer be Italy's . PoPe as its sovereian. The in an intet~ew she had very film ehmifloat/m branch used in bannJ~ ot .:~- penny- Iropdate for viewers at- 
r~d~inn, state taUt/so--8 cl~n~e that And.,~otti said beth the church was granted a cash definite views about art's offlse. She relies on the arcade films in 1977. She 
!Thepropoaal, workedout would moan, amos8 other provlalom and the sp/rit of settlement for the vnst ter- rJ~hher~ha~d? exproas itself and be cemmittm approach, with could have censored tendinaanintemationalfiim 
by Vatican and Italian things, that religious theexlati~ Ceneordat would ritorie~ in Italy lost durin~ her assistants aeti~ to eft- seiPnem of the film, after festival at a loud thastre. 
nesoflaters and submitted educatinnin Italian schook berevlaed to eliminate all the mJd-19th century cam- Fi lm c lass i f i cat ion ,  setenypersmalpre|udiees, the cutting was done, but She said sbe did not con- 
by AndreottttotheSenateon would no longer be sum- conceits "influenced by the# peJ~n to unify the country, howeves', was it whole dif; Tbeystpplywarnin~iabek there waS littla left, shesaid, sider it appropriate for 
Wednesday, would revise the pulaory, totalitarian policy" , ,  end Roman Catholidsm was ferent ball game from of general, mature or Standards vary acrou the endieacoaintheOkanapn 
Concordat, a 49-year-old --Dofrocked churdunen Mussolini's rqime, when givenaprivilesedpmiUonin protecttngtheart~ seidMs, restricted, and add spedfle country as the banning of community of Kelowna, 
agreement that has would no la~er be banned the Concordat was siped in Italy. McCaustand, who was warnings about coarse Pretty Baby in Ontario this where young families nd~ 
' object to their  children 
viewing it at one of the city's 
ATTEND THE 0HUROH " , Despite her approval of its 
~: OF  TOUR 0HO'0E  poticeSh°" attbe feoW.,¢|l~judged the film el)- scen  and stuthorifleo 
: threatened legal action 
:~ against he theatre owner if 
I . . . o .  I r l oo  F rNmu it wu shown. ~ 
• Ms, McC, a~land ~Id she 
" " " "  THIS 3UaUAT'-""" |erner el ilalligell and I I .  Thomas ,,,orate arbZt=, d com. mmity standards, can dml 
9:45 a.m. Bible Teaching m ~  fairly with the issue.. 
Sunday Schoo l  t ~ ~ ( ~ i 2  J~e~°rmed C~L1u~'ch~~ sile also expressed 11:00a.m. Morning Worship Service timbre that as= films ¢ have educational vidae. 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible Study "Some pareuin want to 
WednesdayS:00 Home Bible Studies C~J~ take their children to see 
"You Are Welcome al Uplands" Sparks Street aid Stralme helle .~  ~dnm~to.h~embew silly they are ... to break 
down the mystique ~ lie=," no,o.,, s. v,, . . ,  
SundaY-------School.--Terrace 10:00 a.m. ~ good idm." 
Sunday School. Remo 1:00 p.m. / ~ida/Bht Express, a film 
11:OOa.m. Worship Service / .~ /  about a yo~ Amed~ • jailed in Turkey for five 
4138 Lazob Ivmme l f l -H l l  "~==l=~=m" that may went heir you~ 
i said. "]t' they (the ebUdz~) 
' 8re ~-ave~ to ~ or, Sunday Services. 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School. Adults Discussion. even Menleo, the poxem 
: i 11:00 a.m.- Holy Communion for the family may want them tel kma 
Mmosler: Reverend Lance Stephens. 635.5855 somethln8 about foreign 
/ : / ~ d ~ ( ~ [ ~ [ ~  ) laws and how, ff yOU = 
Mennon i te  Brethren Church ,,q,,, ,- ,,..t 
: country, you may not have 
• the same ri l ls aS ~ cb in 
Ni l  Ebl Street 631-3010 ca=da.,, 
SALVATIOII ARMY =°'= '=,==-==-  ' attitude. Ms. MeC, susinnd 
4J l7  WiJlh JVINIIO 10:00 a.m. Sunday School z~cantb, wu approad~l by 
SUNDAY lhO0a.m. Family Worship Service womens' 8roUps seekin8 
warning label= m nlms they 
9:30a.m. Christian Education Hour • consider degradin8 to 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship Service women, 
: , .~ .~- ,^/7~ \ / 7:30p.m. EvanglisficSalvafionMeeling Wl J lONI l l  -..~/_ ~T '~^~ _ Such films should carW. 
,~Y~dl,~ V I ~  ~-  TUESDAY NIGHT ' , /~- -  ~ ~  vy4~'~,, wardn8 labels as should 
( /~f . _~ / 7:30p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting VOIJ To \ \  v~/_Z , /dd iT  those that deip'ade mm or. 
• ~,~' -~- - - J /  WEDNESDAY ,,, , .  ~ ' - - - "<, - ' J~ l  mimdfles, she said. 
7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship WOrllllp ~ She said she believe the public should decide what it 
~ ' SATURDAY . ,~  ~ wants to see--she sees her 
~ 7:30p.m. Youth Group ~ ~ role as a consumer in. 
/ If Half  gMI11D OHBl£H ~ Christian Counselling ~ "  , ~ fommUon officer. 
i: / . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  qgOl.WHII .Il ;:.:~::~? 2~Lw ~ ." "=,*, ~ Emergency Welfare / C  r.,th ,- .= q=ta"'='*'""ca" 
Spiritual Resou~'ces HRIST  LUTHERAN CHURC =m to ,or 
635 5446 or 635 2626 / -  . . . . .  " - - -  . . . .  "-. . . . .  .". Oornw Spark8 Street and Park Avenue ~ to 81ve them as mush in- formation as I poulbly can Minister Reverend Dave Martin -~.. l/n hveremd Roll Neeterud I l l - I l l S  ~,a"  to ,,,~, the,,." 
"~ " Sunday School / ~ Morning Service 11:00 a.m. / 
Senior 12and up I0:00 a.m. .~"  "~ Church School 9:45 a.m. ~ 
UnderI2-II:00a.m. / t'~ l-I I I i~i'~_ l-I ##'~1~ "~r~ ~ Sunda~onf i rmat ion  / S 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. Youth and Adult Classes 
TML 1141 River Drive Twraee, 0.1. II1-1111 ' i TOUJCm 
i ,.vemnd '.L. White /I BOWN! 
~,~ Sunday School 10:00 a.m ~1 
" ~  Reverend R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:O0 a.m. 
~ Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. ~ 
~ r  Service Wednesday 7:30 ~ / ' -  
4830 StrHmo lvenue, Tarraee 136-||1| 
~i~ SATURDAY EVENING 7:30p.m, 
;: ~ SUNDAY MASSES 9:00 a.m. 
, ~ ll:15a.m. 
" ~ 7:30 p.m, 
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IN FASHION 
Vancouver  f inds  p lace  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- drohe, put on what she likes around, l guess l have two dresses,two shirts and two 
When fashion designer in the morning and then suits, three to four pairs of pants." 
Monique Gahin arrived in forget about it." 
this West Coast city 15 years She says she thinks women ,¢ ~i~*************~*~r***ww**'~t~ 
ago from France, she fet id "should feel comfortable .~ 
Vancouver fashion very about moving from .~ I ~ , ~  T ~  T~t 'm+ : 
unfashionable, something very tailored one 
Things are changing, she day to something very fun 
says, but Vancouver still is a and feminine the dext." ~ , ~ ,  
very casual city• "I don't hink women need 
"I had to change 'my at- a house full of clothes. Ihave ~ 4720 LAKELSE AVE, PHONE 638.8111 ~ 
tirade to dressing quite a very few, I just move pieces ~ .--  
,o~,,shn.ys : SHOWING AT 8 P She and her husband, M : 
Edward Peele, opened a " " .~ 
small boutique in West ~ ~  ~ ~ DECEMBER 3-9 
Vancouver and stocked it i "~ 
withexpeasive, chicelothing q~ Foul my 
for the elite. ~ DECEMBER 10-12  Ms. Cabin designed the 
garmontsandPonlecreated q ~  : What Do You Say to a Naked Lady : 
andthem'pattorn-makingHe studied intoil°i'ingParis, ° ' "  ~ and Everything you Wanted  to 
although he was born in ~ : . ~ ~ . ~  , 
After tiring of the hassles , 
and cost of buying imported , ~.- ~ 
fabric and trimmings, the . . .~ 
pall' decided to move from DECEMBER D 
couture to trendier eady-to- 
wear. Gentle Giant Now they have six stores in p..,. r-.- um~,..- ,~ * 
the Vancouver area carrying ~ 
a variety of lines including Play such labels as Geoffrey <~j~<~0~ ~ 'DECEMBEN 'S"O , lq~blm Mc~Ofl and Dave Christmas production of Ben Kalum St. tonight at s p.m., Beene, Anne Klein and Mary 
Phillli~ play two cleverly and the B~e~. Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and Farrin. ~ Tho Sound of Mueio 
• there are two matinee Ms. Gabin has her own 
disguised crooks in the The play ean be seen at the performances at 2 p.m. on theories on how women ~ '  taged Terrace Little Theatre theatre's playhouse on Saturday and Sunday. " should dress. She believes It's time to call your DECEMBER 6-B 
every woman owes it to Welcome Wagon heatesa. ~ 
herself to look her best "but I ~ Pyrahnna 
, Lois Mohnlnger 635 5309 J I don t think she should make " " 'k "I~ 
s~7~oW°ir~a~ifca~:iOe~r.be a~r ~. :velyn Anweller 635 1 ;DECEMBER 10,-10 ENTERTAINMENT i "+ d Y~ Corvette Summer 
I The des i re  consumed here 1 ********-************** ******************************* 
, TORONTO (CP) -- In her new executive She admits'to being a .  . Charles +ob.nson t  '+ I dil +m . . . .  , :i 
l u  . . . .  she heads a staff of workaholic, saying she I allfornm wher+ she l +' ~"' THEHRE . + _ + + .  +,  . . .  , 
I come aIons way from her 12. She is respomible for has' +is e~rmms drive became promotion i :1 + 
the network's re ram m work up to 18 hours a manager for the I roots in Mill Village, N.S. P g ~ ,, ' ! . . . . .  l 
l One of eight ebildren, promotion and public und +my.. . . Smomers|srnmera. 1 44 SSES 
, + + , + +  +,+,+ ++,++w+ ,.,or. ,+ ller boss CTV (BC in .allfax as a her hJ h a nng ob and I single-minded ambition , ' " g -p y! J I Nlddoi¢lemowhere in the ~ ;~.: l .."r ~,.~-...o°"t"';"" ...th~ enter- r-nresident Murrav. proauction, aasismnt, return to (.anada wa. , ,  , , | toinment world. But to Chercover, won'tsay how She ts..mr went .to ,,,-',de l,,t year. ' :I .Imlk~L two Terraoe + 
I please her father, she much he pays Ms. An. monc.t.on: N.u.,wn.eresne ller IT-year marriage i
[ trained to he a nurse for thony, though insiders comp.ea news m interest had foundered and she I 
i 18 months and hated estimate it ranges het. to women, announce, d wanted to I~egin ,life anew, 1 [~ phone numbers. ! i every minute of it.+ ween ~,000 and $55,000. w~!her reper~ and dzd "I was mak,~ more i 
m Now she takes delight Her wanderings over cn.,.aren.s programs, money than my husband m I ~ Findthem, and if one is yours you've 
• ~- ~i,,,~. the veals have taken her wncnsneneardthat the andthatdidn'thelp things 
m "",~'~P~,~'~'n th  ton nn i.. to Montreal where she CTV network was either," she says. "We | -' won, ~, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  - , , • • , ] i li~ Pick up your tickets at the Herald i come bracket for women was CTV s first woman hegmnmg, she went to had l~,en separated for [ 
m in Canada' l earn re°re' bo°th ann°nicer; t° M°n}rea' determm'ed t° twoyears' I decidedt°cut I" '~ 'am °ffice| 3212 Kalum St" '~ / l 
m according to a r~ent London where she met ,nr.e.a,.K ate announcing at the cord with a divorce." m ~ RESTAURANT 
t r t ~ +mv to ether career women 
i re~rt I read, than Can- Princess Margarety, . . . . '  • . . " ' I 4643 j I ada s female backstage at the Pal- S, ne w as.a singer lot a who aspire to be m 
I payc]fiatrists and Indium; to Hollywood and .w, mle at .Mon[.real'~. i~l.ZZ- executivc~, Ms, Anthony I 
i surge~m'''Ms Anthon was earnnng~S Ve aswhere she w a s .  $tO0,O00 a ear as .~aritoneecame i,oteJ.ano,..anaoa.s . . . .  nrs, '~  effor~.,Youthis ncedadvice: d ter- J ~ ~ P ~  d~ 
recent ly  ap~olnted business manager'for the woman aii.n!gm, o+!sc ruination, belief in l 
, director of information Smothere Brothers and l+sey '+m ran'o "tauon yourself and a cbeery I ~ J Par k 
, _ ,o .  ,or + o,+ +, ,+o,  0, ++" , - -  ++so ,or*on+,+,  . .  ++++ ______ 
| network with head offices production for star Nell In 1962 she moved with mevilsble knocks that i 
I in Toronto. Diamond. ner U.S.-born hushand . .  "" ++ "°me °l°ng the way' I "" +" " 4 '49  La|elle l Avenue J 
Costume design t Open +a.m. everymornin+ l + Ph,,m. | 
except Sunday, Open I I a.m. A nm 
is a tricky job J CLOSE~gp.m.  daHy,e+cept  - j S36  6111m J 
HALIFAX (CP) the use of designer's media, IJ 11 
Costume designer Robert practical costume con- I I  II Friday & Saturday - 3 a.m. 
Doyle will go to any lengths straction and sewing IL I I  Sunday  - 6 p .m.  
cost~.  I I  I I  
Take the case of the 18th Doyle uses his private i l  i i  
eentuw ladles' corsets, collection of textiles dating l i  Ji 
Doyle, commissioned to back to the 13th century and '3- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
produce costumes for the lace dating frem the ,6th II" ~ 5Z4-ZSZ,.| or liZ4-~l$~S ]i 
restored i~ ortress of century to demonstrate l i  ,,, ,. w ,,s,., II 
Louisburg, needed fabrics, J~Jmmpe ~e ;:  ,, "" i¢.', "{me J
whalebone for the corsets, 
and it was hard to come by. 
Since the early 1960s there 
has been an embargo n the 
slaughter of bluefin whales, 
source of whalebone strips. 
Doyle finally located a 
supply at. McCulloch and 
Wallace in London and 
bought heir entire stock. 
He found the pattern for 
the corsets in an en- 
cyclopedia. 
Doyle, trained an a hallet 
dancer In New York, studied 
costume design as a dancer 
and switched to designing 
full-time for a number of 
Canadian theatres and for 
both the Royal Winnipeg 
Ballet and the National 
Ballet of Canada, 
A native of Edinburgh who 
came to the Canadia,! 
Prairies when he was 10, 
Doyle now is director of the 
costume studies program at 
Dalhousle University--the 
only comprehensive cnetume 
program In ('annda. 
The first students to 
receive their certificates 
graduated last spring and 
some of them now are 
working at St, Lawrence 
Centre in Toronto, the CItC 
costume department in SI, 
John's, Nfld,, Ihe National 
Arts Centre in Ottawa, 
Theatre London, anti the 
historical reconstruction at 
Sherbronke Village in N.va 
Scotia, 
Doyle says he wants to 
train "thinking, creative 
human beings who plan to 
work in the theatrk'al aml 
fashion fields," 
Ills student, slao't ol l 
tracing the history ol 
costume anti le~lile.~, 
learning pettern dlaltmg, 
The second year of the' 
twoycar program includes 
classes in accessories, 
mi l l inery ,  decorat ion 
techniques, the weoring of 
cestume, and advanced put- 
tern drafting. 
Studenls who complete the 
two-year program receive a 
certificate. A small group of 
selected students can stay on 
for a third year to earn a 
diploma. They work as 
apprentices inproductiom of 
the Dalhousle Theatre 
department add in one 
production with a regional 
professional theatre corn 
Lunoheon Spoolale every day 
nman INN I • 
Sat. 
- Torraoe Tnmbormon v,. 
Fraser Lake 
8:30 p.m. Torraoe Arena 
pany. 
Doyle, wh. has a long. 
standing association with 
Neptune 'l'heulre here, 
designed the summer 
preduction Tunight at 8:30 
and the current prmiuction of 
Othello. Aud lie's working on Sun  m 
the designs for the March 
produ,.im of ,,i,~,,v,. i,~ Terraoe Tlmbermen" vs Seagull. s 
Houston Luekie$ 
1"30. pm Terrace Arena 
ldm ks I |S  illla¢|JveJV ~)llZ~ilNed ii|-¢tIRM~MK'd fq14Jed~, e i ikMi ,  I~le114~ 
~..m. I)vl'~ *n k,JId, v ~ k~ II~lmql ' Wyo . 
.as m.~, m,..,, v.~... ~ ,we, ~ , ,~  m, ,ok, ~ Terrace, i t .  
TelkPm. e4.s i  i& i  
k + ""' 
i ,-t .; 
Looking For A New 
Place To Try? 
WHY NOT HECTOR'S AT THE LAKELSE. 
TRULY A QUIET RELAXED AT. 
MOSPHERE WITH A VERY SPECIAL 
MENU TO GET THE TASTE BUDS EX. 
CITED. FOR EXAMPLE WHY NOT TRY 
THE TURNEDO$ ROSSINI FOR THE 
LOVERS OF FINE BEEF OR SCALLOPS 
FLORENTINE FOR THOSE WHO LIKE 
SEAFOOD. 
WHATEVER YOUR LIKES IN GOOD FOOD 
ARE YOU WILL FIND THEM AT HEC. 
TOWS. 
For Reservations Please Call ..... 6388141 
WEEDING RECEPT IONS 
PRIVATE PARTIES 
BANQUETS 
CATERING 
DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
i 
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PHONE 
• " t Terrace/Kitlma 
DALLY HERALD 
636-636"/ 
i 
i 
q~'4 
~. . . :P ' ,  ~ 
: '.' : :~ .  . . . . '2 .  
Un,,,, 
1 of 2 ..... 
3 minute Shopping Sprees 
at your local 
, 
TERRAOE SUBSORIBERS 
overwaitea Food Oontre 
t 
Skeena Mall 
FOOD 
CENteRS 
KITIMAT SUBSORIBERS 
Overwaitea Food Oentre 
Oily Oentre Mall 
All Terrace and Kitimat subscribers are eligible. 
Contest closes midnight December 16, 1978. le VEinS AND OVEn 
THE DAILY HERALD. 
NEW START ORDER 
Oommeneinl~rr. for  a period of 3 months and thereafter until ordered disoontinued, 
I will pal the regular subscription priDe eaoh month, 
PRINT NAME 
S IGNATURE 
ADDRESS 
I 'HONE~ APT .  ~, 
CITY 
SUBSCRIBER MUST SIGN ORDER 
We are presently suhsoribing to Ihe Herald D 
Wean start ml three month oubsoription to the Herald I-I 
C iRR IERS DRA IT~ 
DRAW CLOSES MIDNIGHT DECEMBER 16, 1978 
8100.00  Gift Cer t i f i ca te  
FOR EVERY D NEW SUBSORIBERS TOUR NAME WILL BE ENTERED IN TIlE DRAW 
i i iii 
/ ) 
~ :ii!i "d 
1tOe 
, 4; 
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LETTERS • 
to 
a : . 
1. Letters must be writtm by the child in his 
or her own words with the exception of Pre- 
Schoolers. 
2. Only one letter per child. 
3. All letters will be published in the Christ- 
mas letter supplement with the Christmas 
Carols. 
4. Prizes awarded by draw. 
Closing Date 
for Letters 
I is 5p.m. 
, December 
15th, 1978 ~',.,/i~ 
.. \ 
~,o~e ~t~ .... 
"Mail To" 
Santa 
e/o Terraoe/Kitimat 
Daily Herald 
3212 Kale St., Torraoe, B.O. 
11 Turnoy, Kitimat, B.C. 
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4141 Lakobo Avenue 
14 LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
;LOTS 
Locate(/ Just scum of 
Sanders Welding on Kalum 
Street he property has two 
lots facing Kalum Street 
and 2 facing Evergreen 
Street. All lots are 60x120 
ft. and there is an older 
rental house and a frame 
construction shop 20x60 ft., 
with a rental suite on the 
upper floor. Full price 
$75,000 or lots could be 
p0rchased saperately. For 
further informatio~ phone 
Rusty Ljungh. 
1973 Noble Mobile Home. 
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
PROPERTY - 2 HOUSES 
I~cate¢l on Keim Avenue 
west of Kenny Street, the 
property is over an acre 
and has two older houses 
cur rent ly  rent ing .  
Property is serviced by 
sewer and water on both 
Keith and Pohle Avenue in 
the rear. Land is fiat, 
lightly treed and could be 
subdivided• For further 
information call Rusty 
'636-6142 
BUILDING LOTS IN 
TiFIORNHILL 
AttracUve sulxiivision just 
off Krumm Road in 
Thornhlll which is 
developing fast with at- 
tractive homes. Lots are 
available for houses or 
trailers In designated 
areas. Prices range from 
t7900 to l&~O0, are serviced 
by a private water system, 
paved road, have good 
drainage and are lightly 
treed 
J i 
III 
o .  . . - • 
o .  
I I I 
SHOP FOR FURNITURE are a good source fo~ can test the frame and the 
INSIDE OUT " manufacturer's Information effectiveness of the 
on furniture construction, ' cushioning ' ma~'lals. You. 
should not be able to feel the When shoppers lo0k for fabric weak'ability and 
new furniture today, they no furniture care. With 
longer base their buying upholstered furniture, it's 
decision on fabric, color or what's inside that count& 
even design. They go right to You don't need an X-ray 
the heart of the matter and machine when you shop, A 
want to know whet is inside, manufacturer's catalogue 
Today's budget conscious should be available with 
consumer is after quality drawlngatoshewthemethnd 
upper part of the frame with 
your hack. When you wiggle 
while sitting on the so~s, it 
should not feel shaky or 
wobbly or make noises. 
Next, apply the Sit test by 
gently bouncing up and 
and comfort as well as 
fashion excitement. Trillium 
Award winners offer this and 
more. Trillium means value 
for your furniture dollar. The 
award, judged by 
knowledgeable p ople in the 
industry, is presented to 
Canad ian  fu rn i tu re  
manufacturers for 
achievements in design, 
production and marketing. 
When shopping for 
upholstered furniture read 
all the tags attached to 
furniture in the stores. They 
e( construction. With quality down. The springs should 
furniture, frames are made carry you up and down with 
of seasoned kiln dried e ann. Since there are dif. 
hardwood. Joints in the 
frame should be tightly 
secured with double wooden 
pegs and. reinforced if 
needed with plywood or 
glued triangular corner 
blocks. 
Unless a sofa is well made 
on the tmlde, it will soon lose 
lla good leeks on the outside. 
down and pushing 
as far as you can 
agaimt the sofa back, you 
ferent filling materials for 
seat cushions, you should try 
various types until you find 
• what is the meet comfortable 
for you.' You. may prefer 
sheen materials that e/fer a 
down-soft feel compared to 
these that provide mote firm 
support. 
[ II1 III - .... 
the upholstery material and 
the corners of arms and back 
• should ~ smooth. 
By applying these testa of 
a well.mnde sofa you should 
be able to choose from many 
Run your hand over the" different styles within many 
arms and back ct the sc(a to different price ranges. . 
make sure It is well padded 
with inner cushioning. No 
hard ~ges  should be felt. 
Look carefully at the fur- 
niture. If the workmanship s 
sloppy outside, you nan be 
sure it is no better inuide. 
Wells should be straight, 
sewing threads hould match 
ffyou,have any questions 
on furniture, please write 
enclosing a self-addressed 
stamped envelope' to The 
Trillium Award Centre for 
Furn.i.turo, P.O. Box 85, 6900 
Airport Road, Miasisoauga, 
Ontario, IAV IE8.. ' 
 nio.us-. _ 
in_q ioea !,T,pS TO HELP YOU 
Puttino Walls To Work 
The largest single element 
in room decor are your 
II~'x~8',3bdrm.Lnea edin walls. They are what you Terrace Trailer Court. 0 0 • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O e J [  see first when you enter a 
, ' : ,~ ' \  OOUGLA ` • A .-/~.~[~W_l$ ~ ; roOm,sating d canfactor_bedrawingthC deal-at. 
UGHT INDUSTRIAL LOT IMMEDIAI~ OC- O~.CHANNEL.~,_,,~±e_'~_P.',•.__"~'_~O tention toward or away from the room's architec- 
• ,vrrH ,mUSE CUPANCY O~ ~ ] ,~- ' \  REALTY " • tural features and altering 
l,ocatedonKeithAvenue Brandnew homelocated ~ ~  t : the illusion of size and 
this 3 bedroom home has centrally to schools and • TO. shape. 
hardwood floors, oil fur- featuring quality ear- .~  632.4721 • e Before you decidewheth- 
mace heat, laundry area petlng, fireplace, eusuite er to give them plain paint, 
and mud room. The lot is 60 plumbing, patio doors to molding trims, cloth or wall- 
x 390, has access from rear sundeck, Aluminum paper coverings, you should 
Pohle Street in the rear, a siding, 3 bedrooms, twin • O decide on your goal by 
garden area and some seal windows and attached answering the following 
outbuildings. For viewing carport. House is well • . DAVE. gERRY ~ questions: 
~0ne Rusty Ljungh. constructed, is heated by • 03~4426 ~ 1. Is the room large or Rooms designed by Alexandra Earn .... 
! i ,~~~/ . ; ,  ~ ~ ; small? SHEETS CAN DECORATE EVERYTHING-. furniture, 
~ natural gas and the con- If one room opens into windows, tables, foldin6 screens, pillows, and even walls. 
cretebasementis in ulated OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS.A$SOCIATE DEALERS another, you may want to 
i , ~ ~ ~.~ andgyprooced tothe floor. . . KITiMAT , .0  create an illusion of auni- . 2. What will bc the ~' ...... c"  . . . .  "'~"'~ ' 
~ . ,  $.  For viewing phone Rusty fled whole by continuing room,s use? ~ ~  
y eq pod i i~ ,~ ' .~ 'L '~ ' lm~ " ! ' !  ' • • your covering and trim First, decide whether It 
t~"~MIII~"~'~M~., t ~r l  A 190 Konigna St. (new construction) .O  colors into the adjoining will be for TV watching and ~ j~, !  ~M~ ]iltration system, all p, ,qP-~.- - - , r~. ,~.  ,~ s • '~r~v :C ~ FI8 Vista Village - $12,900 • Light-colored "walls leisure activities, dining, ~ ;'! I automatic, also sauna. 4807 a , , J | . , . ' , ,~ . .  ~"-"a['~ area. 
I Davis St. Reasonably REVENUE PROPERTY • 36 Eagle St. lea storey - $42;e00 A make a small room seem Io,mging, or even a combi- 
[ i'i'iced. Give Bob Sheridan Located on Park Avenue A 30 Gander .$30,000 ' ~ larger. Dark hues reduce the nation of these. Next, settle 
| a.call ~ tell you more. this older style home has ~ 04 Vista Village (excellent conditiool • size of large areas, while a on the style: casual or sic- 
two rental suites with a • ~A Acres on Lakelse Lake A shirred fabric covering lends gent, frilly or businesslike, 
: ! ,.', monthly revenue of $415 • 5-30CIlff0rdStreet.splitlevelcond0minium- ~ a feeling of luxury. Carried siml)le or ornate. 
and the property is 3 lots 55 ' ATTRACTIVE ~ 19 Wholer Street - f~6,000 MILS ~ fabric acts a~ an insulation the styh, will be elegant yet 
x 108 ft. each. Area is zoned BUNGALOW .w and acoustical material. 
Residential No. 3 and Roomy home with 3 • 41 Hawk Street - $53,000 IVlLS _.  simple, you'll probably 
would be suitable for an bedrooms, hardwood ~ 116 Liard Street (large garage) - $35,000 ~ Sometimes a living room choose subdued or muted 
= 13 Klflope Street (3 bedroom bungalow) O can seem almost tOO spa-colorsinplain fabrlcs, butif 
apartment block. For floors, a rear family room • $42,500 Q ciuus. To bring it together the style you want issophis- 
qUIETSECLUDED further information phone with a fireplace, ~/~ • H-II Vista Village (excellent buy) - 1975 and make it look livable, try ticated modern, you may Rooms drsigned bv Alexandra 
LOCATION . . . . . . .  basement, natural gas ~ • opt for trim, crisp geometric Eames .. modular furniture divided 
• Why not call us today • 
• . • 
• for yourfree apprmsel 
• • 
• , • 
• Douglas Channel "Performs" • 
COLORFUL VELOUR 
TOWELS make luscious pil- 
low covers, whil0 quilted 
white sheeting upholsters 
furniture. 
One and a half,acre, 2 
houses & framed barn. An 
1,100 sq. ft., 4 bedroom non 
basement home wJth 
fireplace, attracti¢ely 
decorated. Also on 
property a cozy one 
bedroom home presently 
rented. Both homes in good 
cbhditlon and a framed 
barn with horse corral. All 
this for $45,000. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call for details. 
and ideal for someone 
cimimuting to Kitlmat to 
Gr~ this 840 sq. ft. double 
has 3 bedrooms, wall 
to wall in living and dining 
.room, Aluminum exterior, 
oiL furnace heat and is 
a~:~iced by a well and 
septic tank. Lot is 75x200 
la/tdsoaped, and a metal 
storage shed is included in 
the price. Full price is 
t21,500 ... plus an adjoining 
lot is available at an ad- 
ditional cost. Phone Rusty 
location this 3 bedroom 
home is carpeted, and 
renovated inside, has a 
rear porch with laundry 
facilities, and a partial 
basement for the oil fur- 
nace and storage. The 
landscaped lot Is 70x122 ft. 
and has some established 
trees, For . viewing phone 
Bert LJungh. 
i l l  
PRIVACY AND VIEW 
Modern near new split 
level home with 1308 sq. ft. 
of living area and 3 
bedrooms, ensuite 
plumbing, two fireplaces, 
carpeting, large kitchen 
with eating area and 
pantry cupboards, patio 
doors to cones ete sundeck, 
attached heated garage, 
and lower level with 
bedroom, rumpus room, 
laundry area and storage. 
Property is approximately 
an acre, lightly treed, 
landecaped and has a view 
of the river and Sleeping 
Beauty range of moon- 
tales. For viewing phone 
Bert Ljun~h. 
LARGE HOME 8 2 ACRES 
At Gossan Creek Sub- 
division, 1176 sq. ft., full 
• hsmt., attached double 
garage, 3 bdmns, on main, 
deluxe kitchen, bright, 
sunny family room & L.R. 
& D.R. Completely finished 
beat. with 2 bdrms., L.R., 
kitchen & full bathroom. 
Some outbui!d!ngs. 
UREAT CONVENIENT 
LOCATION 
4816 Okon Ave. Between all 
school levels. 1176 sq. ft. 
with full bsmt. 3 brian. & 
4th in beat., 2 bathrooms, 
large rec room, lovely lot. 
Priced reasonable. 
beat, 1 and ~A baths and 
laundry area. The property 
is 82 x 144 ft. and is in lawn 
and trees. For viewing 
phone Bert Ljungh. 
into two seating areas: one 
at the end of the room and 
another near a focal point 
like a fireplace or big win- 
dow. Unity can be achieved 
by covering the furniture 
(which you can make your- 
self) with dark-colured 'pat- 
terned sheets and by making 
Roman shades and plush 
• • pillows from the same 
• • • • sheets. Color.key the walls 
to the predominant hue in • We Offer Sere use0 m • the material. 
For specific instructions sunni, n~.asur.~t.v, 
Two-thirds of an Acre of • .w  on how to make modular 
land, 3 bedroom home, oil • APPRAISALS-PROPEREf MANAGEMENT O furniture and oth~r ideas for 
furnace heating, and ap- • decorating with sheets and 
pliances incllnded. towels, send $1.50 for the Large A 
• • magazine, •"Patterns • for 
• LOT SALES ' OEVELOPMEIIT 
fencedgarage withgardenWOrkshOP,and : OAHH WIDE REFERRAL SERIIOE • 
greenhouse. Call Bob • MORTGAGES l RENTALS 0 Sheridan for details. 
We're Number 3, we try harde~ 
I ooooooOoooooooooo]i 
LO W PRICED STARTER 
HOME 
Convenient to downtown. 2 
bdrms., non.bsmt., nice 
living room, kitchen, 
bathroom and enclosed 
porch. Located on at- 
tractive corner lot. Has 
existing N.H.A. mortgage. 
,Give Bob Sheridan a call, 
CATHEDRAL EN- 
TRANCE --  NEW CON- 
STRUCTION 
Located in a controlled 
subdivision this 3 bedroom 
home has 1176 sq. ft. of 
living area, wall to wail 
carpeting, emuite plum. 
btng, fireplace, eating area 
in the kitchen plus a dining 
room, gas heat and hot 
water, a % basement and a 
cedar siding exterior. 
Phone Bert Liungh to view. 
3 BRAND NEW HO]J4E8 IN CALEDONIA SUBDIVISION 
Nesting completion -- quality c0mtructlon. All the extras, NHA mortgagee, natural 
gas heating - 3 Mrm. and 4 bdrm. plans, see them with our sales taff. 
JOHN CURRIE - 6~-$1M$ 
BOB SHERIDAN . 13S-2144 EVENING 
PHONES 
BERT LJUNGH - 635.5754 
RUSTY LJUNGH . 635.57S4 
styles in bright colors. 
3. Do you want the 
room to he warm and 
friendly, aloof and formal, 
or rustic? 
Color establishes the at- 
mosphere of a room and its 
overall personality. Once 
you've decided on a general 
style and fabric patterns, 
choose your colors. Some 
cool solos, such as crisp 
blues and greens, are good 
for toO-annny rooms/Warm 
hues like orange, yellow and 
red are "sun" colors that 
cheer up a dull, cold room. 
Remember, wood and natu- 
ral brick are colors, too, 
g~ise flawed walls most ef- 
fectively. You can paste 
sheets onto flat surfaces like 
wallpaper, but, first, fill 
cracks with spackling com- 
pound and make sure all 
su r faces are clean--and 
white or off-white if you're 
using sheets. Those stapled 
on conceal unevenness and a 
poor condition effectively. 
Light.colored sheets pasted 
on tend to reveal them. The 
Martex magazine gives in- 
DWAIN McCOLL . 43S-~976 
f 
PRODEN l OURRIE 
6 AORES 0 QUALITY OONSTRUOTED MODERN H01E 
This lovely homo is 1320 el, ft. with fall basement, only 1 
year old and like news Two full bathrooms and oolites 
Walk-in eisner in master hedroem, largo living room end 
dining recto. Impressive fireplace with ineatelater and tens. 
Another bedroom in kesement and e larp reo room with 
fireplace end nearly completed. Located in Woodland Park 
3uhdivlsion. 
~/;~4~:~`.~.~.:!:~4~!:..':48~.`.::~;~`o~.~.~M~'D.:~¢~4~.`v`dM~!:~``~'~?~:~:~(~:~ '. :: ~4~,'.:!.~:41t;:':~:~,'4D:~ .... 
Living," Vol. il to Martex, 4. Are there flaws on the struetions for stapling, past- 
P. O. Box 610 AA, West walls to cover? ing and shirring sheets on 
"~':"* GA 31822. Dark patterned sheets dis- walk. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
 b tter \ 
TO QUALITY 1 i'" way...OVA,U  
;'TWO STORY" HoME LAUNDRY SAVES SPACE 
To apartment occupants. 
tr.'.ler tenants, small home 
re.~ldents and cottage dwell- 
ers: If you are under the 
impression that 'your present 
h~)me 'i,~ too small fro" a 
washer and a dryer, there is 
~h)d news for you. . 
if you' live in, a place 
where space is sparse and 
you.wish that you had room 
for an automatic Washer and 
dryer, don't give up because 
if you have a spare corner, 
there's a fitting sawer, for 
you. There are space-saving 
washes and dryers that can 
be utilized Side-by.side, or 
the dryer can be hung on a 
wall, mounted on u stand, or 
stacked on a 'rack.above a 
matehing washer. Whirlpool 
Corporstion manufactures 
the Thin Twins, which are 
each a mere 24 inches wide. 
Since they are just about 
32%inches high, they can 
fit under a ¢ounter...und 
when stacked, they require 
a floor space width of only 
25 to. 30 inches altogether, 
which is small enough to fit 
into a large utility cabinet 
if you wish. 
A Thin Twins laundry 
pair can fit your floor plan, 
your family and your bud. 
get because, although they 
are small in size, they are 
big in performdnce and fea- 
tures. And you e,n choose 
the washday fcaturcs to fit 
your needs because any of 
thr,,~, wushen' pairs 'with 
either of two space-saving 
dryers for a custom-selected 
compact comblnution. 
One ('onwrtible washer 
rolls *,asily 'to where you 
want it Io hook up to a sink 
like a portable dishwasher. 
Or it can be permanently 
installed with two water 
inlet hoses to provide fie,, 
.different combinations of 
wash and rinse water tem- 
peratures. It has two wash 
and two spin speeds, five 
cycles and four Ioad-slze 
water.saving selections, it
doesn't sound like a com. 
pact, but it is. 
"Big" appliance features 
come in these dryers, too. 
including three drying tem 
perature settings and a 
roomy 3.4-cubic foot drum. 
One dryer plugs into an 
ordinary 120-volt household 
outlet and the other' has a 
240.volt hook-up for wall, 
' stand or floor installatio, 
(subject o local codes). 
So, if you've heen la 
menting the fact that your 
phice doem't have space for 
a washer and dryer of your 
'own, cheer up!,,,no~ it 
does. With the Whirlpool 
Thin Twins, you can have a 
compact laundry space con., 
ter right in your own homG,. 
• . .  , . . .  , ~ : ,  
t 
r J 
t , 
• ; • . ,  , • 
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FEATURE HOME OF THE WEEK 
by 
TYNAN DESIGN LTD. . . . . . . .  = :  . . . . . . . . .  ] 
' - ," ..... -: T-=--~.- 
UPPER FLOOR PLAN 993 SO. FT. 
This plan can be modified to your Individual requirements. 
The Bedroom-  just wont do for your 
Now It's a Room changing lifestyle. 
This is a good time to re- 
For All Reasons think your hedroom's func- 
tions and make some 
The bedroom is becom- changes in its furnishings, 
ing a room.for-all-purposes and decorators arc being 
in today's homes, as TV and more than helpful here. New 
stereo equipment.enter the designs in bedding now en- 
boudoir with ~greatcr frc- able you to transform anor- 
forms lend themselves espe- 
cially well to the latter, of 
course.) 
If you prefer to create a 
special lounging corn¢'r 
within your bedroom for 
watching TV or reading, 
consider the newest pili0w 
chairs, arranged with small 
floor lamps. 
qucncy. As you spend more dinary-looking bed into a For the ultimate in relax- 
time in your hcdroom, feminine and fanciful re-ation, install a hammock in 
you're probably finding that treat, a masculine haven or a a corner of your master b~l~. 
the old-hat arrangement of comfortable his-and-her room, and decorate it ~;fih. 
bed, end tables and dresser lounging area. (Bed plat- your favorite comforter! .. ; 
atmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
-MITH ' . WIGHTMAN & $ i. 
ORDER COUPON 
PLAN NO. U-307 TO: TYNAN DESIGN LTD. 
An unusually distinctive design sets this West Coast apart front the 13659-1O8th AVE., SURREY, B.C. V3T 2K4 =,.. ,, . . . . . . . .  
conventional layouts. The vaulted ceiling in the sunken living room. PHONE ORDERS: (604) 581-5722 : (;~uick possession can be arranged on this 4 year ~=i 
double fireplace serving living and family rooms and the separate ,~, = old home. Located on quiet deadond street fur .=! 
peaceful living. 1680 sq. t ,  with full unfials~d 
formal dining room are only a few of the man~/ elegant features. HOUSE PLANS OVER 1800 SQ. FT. B_ basement. Three bedrooms with wall to wall. ~:! 
Large sundeck. Natural gas heat. View The variation in roof levels and pitches provides exterior elewtlv',.-. Please send one set of Plan No~ ....... (~) $85.00 ................. : property today. 
of pleasing appearance from all vantage points. Additional sets to original (~" $15.00 each ................ ) =i 
~ ] ] i ] ~ i ~  This property is in need of a new owner as the 5 set ECONOMY P AGE (includes first sot) $125.00 . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ : II~llbl(dik~k,~=~a~m,~3933 MOUNTAINV1EW i : i  
, % o  ] [ ~  ~::::::::::::::~ . ' ", A°Cn: ..... :" :  i r . , ~ _ - - ~  present owner has been transfe.d. Thia house :• i 
. ' ' ~ is located on a large 7 /x  194 lot which is fenced i=i  
- , 5% sales tax (B.C. y) 1P m ' 14  00  l W ~ S a n d  treed. There are three bedroom, 2 up and 1 
" "  I ~ ~ l'..'~,,r'~' H.%'~?~ ','r~.,,.'~' ] (if C.O'D. desired add $1.60) , .................. " = ~t ,~=~~~,~. .~Wired  workshop. New drilled well. Come in and 
~'~~~~'~'~' te lk  to us about this property. Asking t19,500, i----': 
BB~ 
• ' ~ " ~ ' Total amount of cheque or money order and coupon : IN TOWi~ 
_ u ~. . .~- -~L I  'enclosed $ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • Idea13bedroomstarterbemeon60x400'lotwithaubdivisionp°tenttal. 'm:,i; 
~ ,~.  ~ HOUSE PLAN BOOKS AVAILABLE, EDITIONS 14 & 15 • Older home which has received lots of attention, new uadeffloor and IM "-. 
~ ' - ~  A_ , : _A  c f I, .T~_~.~ ' Please send one of the above books 01~ $ 2 .00  ................. m fl°°re°verings' freshly rod'°rated bathr°°m" Inc|udes 8°lldly huiit 'm': 
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  (circle choice) or send both books ~,' $3.50 psr set; . ....... ....... •• $,97,700.w°rkshoPExcl.and 914.st°rage bldg., also some fruit trees. Realistically priced at =IB-~.~:.' 
Add 500 postage per book. . ............... • WOODLAND HEIGHTS 11:: 
Cheque or money order and coupon enclosed. $ ................ • Special order 12 x 68 Glendale with S x 40 addition in excellent condition, 
• • located on an attractive 67 x 140' lot. Sundeck with patio door, 3 bedrooms, T ! 
I NAME ....................................................... • separateincluded exc pt storagestereo,bUilding.,lV Must andstand, be seen Listed - -  seeing at t28,000.is beleving.Excl. 989.All furniture , .  :: 
,. , n  ' 
_ : R"POSSES E  
J - - . . . .  • ADDRESS ,::i :.:.: ' "~."~: -":~: "~'" ~':::~ " ' /  ................... 2 bedroom home with full basement on well and septic; 85 x 500' lot with full .... ~/ ,:. 
~ _~r_¢ . . . . . . .  . .  ' . . . .  ~':" ' ' " '  . . . . .  ~-=- . . . . . . . . . . . .  : basement type foundation for double wide. Listed at g~8.000 and must be 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 1292 SO, FT. CITY• PROV. CODE ................... : sold, make an offer. MI.S. 4 0 0 3 . K I R B Y  B AD ' ",TIM 
' • . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' :' '~'"~ ........ : Nicely treed lot with small creek provides a picturesque and private setting .•  
. ............ ,~ ....... , .:~Ml~:~.~l~,~'4~..~.~:.:4~.~'~4~:.-.¢~-'.'~4ff.;, .'~'~.'..'. ~4~. '~4~'.'.~'.''~J~'. .  . . . . . .  . ,~ ,  . . .@~. , . .~ . . . ,~ :  . . . . . .  • for this 12 x 68 Sefeway Manor with 12 x 24 addn. To0isbed, auxiliary wood 
heater and eleetrlc range includecl in 24,000 price. Exd. 903. i i  i 
.~a  
m A.E. Le  Page L imited Coast  J~ '~ Coast Real Es ta te  Serv ice 
• m : 
=6} 6}61 s .  Parker : i .~  
63" '  ] i  i 
TiPS ON HOW TO BUY A DISHWASHER 
Whether you're going to 
give it as a Christmas gift, 
or present it as a present 
to yourself, there are some 
things you should know be- 
fore buying a dishwasher. 
First, you have a choice 
to make: portable or built- 
in. A portable is practical 
for apartment living, or in 
kitchens where there isn't 
room for built-ins. Built-ins, 
which are unfinished except 
in front, fit in under the 
counter and are permanent- 
ly connected to the plumb- 
ing and electricity. 
One thing to be careful 
about is the warranty, Make 
sure you understand what it 
says and what it covers. 
In looking over available 
dishwaoho~, here are some 
features to think about: 
* Dish racks thor can ad- 
just in height to accommo- 
date tall stemware or large 
platters. 
, Two spray arms, one 
under the bottom rack and 
one under the top. This ar- 
rangement permits water to 
reach the upper rack" even 
- -  i 
though there may be big 
bowls on the bottom tend- 
ing to block water on its 
way to the top. 
* Full-time filtering sys- 
tem includes self-cleaning 
filtering portion that helps 
eliminate the need for pre- 
rinsing and a pump guard 
on portable models. 
* Special Super Scour 
cycle, such as is included 
on the Whirlpool Mark 6 
dishwasher, for cleaning off 
stubborn grease and grime. 
The other five cycles in- 
clude: super-wash,, which 
dry, to freshen seldom used 
dishes; and short for less 
soiled dishes. 
if you know what to 
look for in a dishwasher,. 
you're sure to select one 
that's just right for the lucky 
person whose name you've 
written on the gift card. 
portion to handle pits and 
bonbs, if necessary. 
* Reversible wooden cut- 
tAng board:,.with a juice ring, 
uses heated water in the 
final rinse; rinse-h~)ld, to 
quick rinse and wash later; 
china-crystal, for gentle care 
of china and glassware; rinse- 
EVEflmNGS Harry 5mlth 635.2826 
• m:' 
- 4611 LAKELSE AVE. Duf,y 1::' 
• eob Rlpmeester "If: 
B ASK ABOU'G OUR OTHER I.¢STINGS. 63s.2832 j~:  
Bmmmmmmmmmnmmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmimmimmmmmmmnw : i 
, . . ,  ," 
Hear the quiet. Modern Perfect family home, ~] : : t t  
wired garage and storage Good family home close to three bedroom bungalow in bedrooms up and :" 
shed, in addition to 4 schools, shopping and secluded neighborhood, downstairs, 2½ hotbs, 2 iii 
bedrooms and an enclosed recreational facilities landscaped lot fireplaces plus many more: ' 
)orch, is available for Located on 
i20,000. Situated on a large Three bedrooms plus rec on Churchill Drive. Quick extras. Includes a wired. 
room in basement. At. and easy aecen to town. workshop in backyard.  
Landscaped lot in Cop- troetively landscaped, This lovely modern home Large lot close to schooiJ' 
perside Estates. Price large lot. Asking $46,000. has two fireplaces, flnbhed and shopping. Asking 
includes furniture and Call Christei. basement, carport and $19,S00. For more detail= 
most appliances. Phone dishwasher. Phone Zena. call Horst. 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HORST 60DLINSKI - 636-6397 •ELL'/SQUIRES - 636-'/618 
MURIEL NEALE - 636-2944 OHRIsTEL GOOLIHSKI - 636-63'07 
JUDITH JEPHSON -638-1662 ZENA FRANOIS 636-3913 
FRANK SKIDMORE - 636-6891 
i 
Preferred Realty World Clients May Reoeive a 10% Disoount 
m • • era  _ _ i _  R _ _ _ & _ I I  
There's No Place 
Like Home! 
~. . : . . : : ; : : : :  
Happiness is as a butter- 
fly, which, when pursued is 
always just beyond your 
grasp, but which, if you will 
sit down quietly, may alight 
upon you. 
--NathanAel Hawthorne 
~: . . '~ . ' . : . . ' . :  
FEATURE HOME OF THE WEEK 
Olenn three bedroom with atteohed oarport, natural gas 
heat and hot water. Wall to wail oarpet in living room. 
Large kitohen and dining area. Utility area with washer end 
drier hook'•pc. Present I st mortgage may be assumed by 
qualified purchaser and is at a low interest rate and not 
renewable until 1083. •taking $30,000. 
OALL WlGHTMAN J SMITH REALTY FOR AN 
APPOINTMENT TO VIEW THIS EXOLUSlVE LISTING 
Qui l t ing  is another old 
hobby ,that is currently en- 
joying a revival. Check if 
there are any quilting clubs 
in your area, as this is a 
hobby that lends itself 
beautifully to socializing. 
There are also kits with in- 
structions available for the 
beginner. 
~ : . . : . . : . : : : ~  
4 
t 
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TERRAOE DRUGS LTD, 
320"/him 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
636-1274.. 
: . . " : - , :  .: : ::.:::/. CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutlve In- 
sertions 51.50 per Inserlien. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSOHALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to. 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of aS.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding aod.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
~lvance. 
CLASS IF IED AN.  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements S.50 
Marriages 5.50 
~Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 03~ ~357 
Classified Advert,si,~g Oept 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATE8 
Effective 
Oetol~r I, 19'/8 
Single Copy Z0e 
By C arrte r mth 3.~ 
By Carrier year 33.0e I 
By Mall 3 mth IS.00 
By Mall 6 mtb Z~.O0 
By Mall year46.N 
Senior Citisen year Ze.~ 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 56.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635-6357 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
e In the Skeona Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635-~3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
Crisis Line for 
Women 
6314,1N 
r '  ' ] 
Learn to Fly. Join Ale 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron is 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enloy or 
think you would enjoy flying, 
rifle range, outdoor ac. 
tivities and are betwenn 13.1Q 
years of age, please call: 
M~e Smith at 635.5006 or 
Bey Tasa at 635.7598 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 635..t503 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening --  6:30 p.m 
-- United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. (nc.10.14) 
. . . . .  n 
WANT E D DONAT IONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could usa 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
0a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30 - 3:50 p.m. Please phone 
foi an appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
polntmont. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unlt on Monday, 
Wednesday and Frlday from 
3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout the .year at in. 
tervais for expectant 
parents. Phone the Health 
Unit for details and 
registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home 
for those who need It on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. 
Held on third Monday of 
every month. Develop- 
mental, vision, hearing 
screening done. Please 
phone for appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
The Herald reserves th~ 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
• The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edlto clseslfy 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the  advertisement and, 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold"• 
Instructions not picked up 
within lOdays of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mailing' 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of Held every Monday af 
documents to avoid loss. • ternoon at 1 • 2 p.m. 
I 
All claims of errors "In V.D. CLINIC 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting spac~ 
that the liability of the; 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error. 
appearing In the ad-' 
vertlsement as published 
shall be l imited to tbe~ 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
purtlon of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
end that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount bald for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the 6rltlsh 
Columbia Human Rights Act' 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that dlserlmlnatea 
ogalnst eny person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
mlor, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
EIs age Is between 44and 65' 
years, unless the condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide' 
requlrement for the work 
involved. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? There 
Is help 
Avaltsblel 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. S':20 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue 
9-  
SKEENACENTRE 
~(eena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
. Activity Centre for hen. 
dlcrafts 
Day care for working 
people 
• Drop-In for companlenshlp 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 0.4. 
Transportation available, 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge. 
635.~263. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreclaie 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
.For pickup service phone 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased' 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
'or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
these eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
The Terrace-Kit imat 
Forest Public Advisory 
Committee will be presen- 
ting a lecture and discussion 
on logging in the Kitimat 
Valley, December 12, at ?:30 
p,m. at the Ranger Station in 
Terrace. All interested 
people are invited to attend." 
A forum on the Kitimat 
Valley, discussing the pros 
and cons of use for forestry, 
industrial development, 
fisheries, recreation or 
agriculture will be held on 
December 19. If you are 
interested in the fate of the 
valley, please attend. (ne7- 
121)) 
KIUmat Centennial Museum 
203 City Centre, Kitimat 
011 Friday, December 1,the 
local Annual Adult Art Show 
will open at 4 p.m. at the 
Kitimat Museum. The 
peinUnp will be on display 
from December I to January 
13. You are cordially invited 
to view the exhibit and -- 
maybe -- chose that special 
Christmas gift. 
Museum Hrs.: 12-5, Fridays 
12-8, closed Sun. & Mon. 
(neG-aD) 
TERRACE 
LITrLE 
' THEATRE 
Get your tickets early for 
the Terrace Little Theatre 
Christmas production of Ben 
and the Boxes. Tickets are 
$1.50 for adults and children 
and will be sold at McCoii 
Realty or the door. Only 7S 
seats per night. Per- 
formances are at 7:3O p.m. 
on Dec. 7 and Dec. 9, at 8 
p,m. at Dee. S and two 
matinees at 2 p.m, on 
Saturday, and Sunday. 
( Ncd-8D ) 
'PREGNANT?' 
635-5320 or 635t5233, or leave NEED HELP? 
donations at the Thrift Shop Call Birthright for an 
on Lezelle Avenue on alternative to abortion 
Saturdays between II a.m. Phone g32.4g02 anytime 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. Room233, NcehakoCentre. 
~,(nctfn) (neffn-20n) 
MANAGER & SECRETARY 
ANNUAL. CHRISTMAS 
PARTY " 
Once again, the Terrace 
Hotel will hold their annual 
Manager and Secretary 
Christmas Party. This gives 
the managers the op- 
portunity to show their 
appreciation to their 
secretaries for the fine work 
and dedicated loyalty 
throughout he year. It is 
also a fine opportunity for 
some firms to have a 
Christmas Staff Party at a 
small cost. 
THE DATE: Wednesday, 
Dec. 13, 1978 
The Time: 12 Noon to 4 p.m. 
The Place: Terrace Hotel, 
Skeena River Room. 
A beautiful and delicious 
buffet dinner will be served, 
in the usual Terrace Hotel 
tradition and featuring 
"Aug ie ' s  Spec ia l " .  
Remember our famous 
"Gluhwein" (Hot Wine)? 
Yes, there will be plenty of 
that. 
Entertainer:  Beautiful 
"Anjell" from Edmonton 
will delight you with htr 
sellS. 
Price: U.S0 per person, and 
tickets are available now at 
the Terrace Hotel or phone 
635-2231 for reservations 
saGS. 
P.S.: Wives are welcome 
toollll (ncl3-13D) 
The Salvation Army will be 
sponsoring a Christmas Tea 
and :,Sale on December 9 
belwe~pn 1 and 5 p.m. Ad- 
mlsslon $1.00 --  ,1637 Walsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
(9-9n) 
The Terrace Day Care 
Auxiliary will be holding a 
BAKE & CRAFTS SALE at 
the Terrace Coop, 
December 22 from 5 p.m. 9 
P.M. All of our friends who 
wish to donate any crafts or 
baked goods can drop them 
off at the Day Care Centre, 
3425 Kalum on or before 
December 22 - 4 p.m, (nc30- 
22d) 
Terrace Downtown Lions 
and Br, 73 B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners Organization 
CHRISTMAS PARTY on 
Sunday, December llth in 
Terrace Arena Banquet 
Room at S p.m. All Senior 
Citizens welcome. Tran- 
spertation will be provided. 
Phone 635-2794 or 635-4075 
days or evenings, or 635-7202 
days if planning to attend. 
(ncG-15D) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
6~5-347g anytime 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 6354,535. 3238 Kaium. 
SKEENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone S38-1835 
(aj4 
RUPERT STEEL 
& SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, glass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location -- Seal Cove 
Open till 5 p.m. Mort. to Sat. 
Phone 624-5639 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
6,15-5676 
(cff) 
SPORTSMEN'S 
Barber 8hop 
Now Open Fridays til eight. 
Across from Post Office. 
3ZZ3 Emerson 
(a-06) 
DUFF8 BICYCLE 8HOP ' 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 queensway Dr. 
Young male Maltese-Poudie 
cross. Greyish.white mix 
with tan touches, Black 
mask and saddle. Reward. 
635-5885. (pI-aD) 
Dental receptionist wanted. 
Phone 635-2552. (e4-SD) 
Paper Carrier for Terrace 
Herald needed for the Mc- 
Connell area on the bench. 
Phone 
6354357 
(ne-ctfn) 
Terrace Answering Bureau 
requires experienced sales 
person to market elephone 
answering service on a 
generous commission basis. 
Successful applicant will 
have had previous sales 
experience, some formal 
sales training, experience in
PERMANENT PART TIME 
kitchen maid required for 
weekend and relief work, 
Hourly rate of $7.14. Job to 
commence Dec. 30, 1978. 
To apply please send 
applications to: 
Mr. Geoff Harris 
Bursar 
Northwest Community 
College 
Box 726 
Terrace, B.C, 
or call 635-6511. (a3-13D) 
prospecting, 
appointments 
canvass ing .  
personal presentor, good 
communicator, high school 
graduate and have 
automobile. Must have 
references and be bondable. 
Interviews set up for Dee. 14, 
15. Send resume to: 
William Kerr & Associates 
14899 Marine Drive 
Whiterock, B.C. 
VdB IC2 
(a2-sD) 
WANTED: Band to play for 
New Year's Eve Dance in 
setting up  Kitwanga. Accommodations 
and cold provided. Phone 849-5417 o! 
E f leet ive  849-5449. (cl0-8D) 
Certified welder will take a 
part time job or any odd job. 
Ex. cleanup, painting or 
light repairs. Call Anere 635. 
2759. (!)3-12) 
AN OHIO OIL C(). offers Snowblower (Bolens) 28" 
plenty of money plus cash scoop. 8 liP electric start. 
bonuses, at home training $600 OBO. Phone ~5-2814 
for mature individual in after 6 p.m. or weekends. 
Terraee-Kit imat area. (pS-13D) 
Regardless of experience, 
write S.D. Read, Pres., Fisher airtight stove. Baby 
American Lubricants Co., Bear Model. Phone 635-3996. 
Box 696, Dayton, Ohio 45401. (p3-11D) 
(83-?,8,UD) 
Complete front end for Jeep 
-- $150. Phone 635-9541. (1)3- 
lID) SCHOOL 
DISTRICT 88 
(TERRACE) 
Applications are invited 
for the following positions. 
Duties to commence 
January 2,1979 except where 
otherwise noted. 
1. Gr,~t~,C 2 Uplands 
Elementary 
2. Grade 5 Uplands 
Elementary 
3. GradeS Clarence Michiel 
4. Grade S .- John Field 
Elementary 
(Hazelton) 
5. English Teacher -- This is 
a 40 percent teaching 
assignment i  Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary. Duties to com- 
mence January 31, 1979. 
6. EnglishTeacher Stewart 
Secondary 
7. Elementary librarian -- 
Half time pesiUea in Copper 
Mountain Elementary. 
Please submit applications 
together with supporting 
documents o: 
Mr. M. Bergsma, 
Director 
(2 Instruction, 
School District 
88 (Terrace) 
Box 460, 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 4135 
Persons who have sub- 
mi t ted  app l i ca t ions  
inviomly should contact 
Mr. Borgsma at 635-4931 to 
reactivate their file. 
DEADLINE FOR ARRIVAL 
OF APPLICATIONS IS 
DECEMBER 11, 1978. (a3- 
8I)) 
One 1976 above cab height 
Explorer canopy top with 
roof rack. 
1978 100 Suzuki motorcycle. 
Contact Bob 635-6391. (a5- 
121)) 
LAUNDRY PRODUCTION 
MANAGER 
TRANQUILLE (near 
Kamloops) 
$1,402 
For Provincial Ministry of 
Human Resources, to 
supervise operation of 
laundry ,  oversee ing  
washing, finishing and 
distribution of linen-clothing 
for approximately 700 beds; 
to rcater-eo-ordinate staff 
and equipment main- 
tenance, control linen 
distribution and assist with 
ordering-contrul of supplies; 
to substitute for Laundry 
Manager. when necessary. 
An excellent knowledge of 
commerc ia l  l aundry  
equipment.practises; 
considerable related ex- 
perience in several com- 
mercial.institutionnl 
pos i t ions ,  Inc lud ing  
supervisory experience; to 
have some responsibility for 
care of retarded residents in 
laundry. 
Canadian citizens are 
given preference. 
Obtain applicatiom from 
the Government Agent, 4506 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
VaG 11)5 and return to the 
Public Service Commission, 
655 Fortune Drive, 
Kamloops V2B 2K7 by 
December 20, 1978. 
COMPETITION 78:3044. 
(al-SD) 
NEEDED: Sales Person for 
delicattesen. Must be 
experienced. Apply at 
Mountainview Bakery & 
Delicattesen, Skeene Ma!!. 
(aS-14D) 
D~k - $15. Matching sofa' 
and love seat - $500. 2 beds 
(double) at :;95 ca. Chair and 
stool - L20. 635-2700. 
1970 Chev % Ton 4 wheel 
drive. 
Bolen Tractor G14 with 
snow-thrower - -  roto -- 
spader. 635-3567. (pd-8D) 
8 liP International 
Snowblower. Excel lent 
condition. Owner tran- 
sfarred, must sell. Phone 
63s-70 . 
One 30" range, gold, self- 
cleaning. Almost new. Phone 
635-5628 after 5 p.m. (p3-~)) 
For Sale: One pak size 9½ 
Ksetlnger Leather Ski Boots 
- $20. Oil heater, 35,000 BTU's 
- $1S. 500 gallon oll tank & 
stand - I;200. Artificial Scotch 
Pine 6' Christmas tree with 
stand. Xmas lights & 
decorations. Phone 6~5-9256. 
(t~n-sff) 
LEAVING TOWN--MUST 
SELL: 
3½ HI) lawnmower - ;75. 
Antique trunk - $15. Canoe 
with paddles and preservers 
. $50. 2 suitcases - $10 ca. 
Pine buffet and hutch - $130. 
Stereo speakers - $10 ca. 
Phone 635-5563. (p3-11D) 
FOR SALE 
rujica 705 Camera with 28 
mm wide angle lea and 
case. Only one year old. 
Phone 
63S-22S? 
after 5 p.m. (stf-ifn) 
Girl Guide cookies for sale. 
Will deliver. 635-3553. 635- 
326O. 635-3294. (z-t l~) 
'GREAT CHRISTMAS One !2' ah:minum boat - 
GIFT' $250. 1 clarinet - like new - 
Stereo system with 80 $125. 1 pr. 7~ Muneri Ski 
albums, excellent condition, boots : $40. i pr. 7 ski hoots'~ 
Yamaha CA-460, Amp. BIC 
160 turntable with Shure 
cartridges. Two JBL 26 
speakers. Yahama HP-I 
headphones with ten ft. 
extension. $1400 OBO. 
Owner leaving town, must 
sell. Phone 638-8363 after 5 
.m. (pS-I4D) 
JUST ARRIVED AT 
QUEENSWAY TRADING 
221S Kaium 
--NEW-- --USED- 
A large Assortment el 
;rest Gift Ideas for 
Everyone 
Dolls- Musical 
Wickerware - 
Rattan Sets 
Planters - 
Brass & Copper 
JewelBoxes 
Remote Control Cars 
Battery Train Sets 
Dart Beards 
Cups & Saucers 
Clocks 
Rocking Chairs 
Coffee Sets 
Fancy Lamp Shodes 
Bar Mirrors 
Wooden Kitchenware 
Radios 
Stereo. 8track & 
enssette combinations 
Angelus Bells 
Wind Chimes 
2 Way Radies 
Lamps 
--We Gift Wrap.-- 
~ome In and Browse AI 
Your Leisure 
Open 6 Days a Week 9:30~6 
Friday tiB 9 
OPEN TILL 9 
ALL XMAS WEEK 
$15. Very old Strbneherg 
radi~record player cabinet 
$100. Phone 635.5294 after 
4:30 p.m. (p10-18D) 
I 
I 
Double Beds --  ;49 each.! 
Color T.V. (20" RCA) - 
1~1o. Chrome chairs (new) 
- $28 each. Dishwasher, like 
new -L~O. Adding machine 
. P,0. Ping pong table - ~t0. 
Phone 
~1s-7686 
Cpe4D) 
Will do fruit tree pruning. 
Phone 635-7685 after 5 p,m. 
(ncS-7Dsff) 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
winter months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635.2154 after 
5 p.m. (tfn-stf) 
Urgently required, ride to 
and from Eurocan. 'D' Shift. 
Will share gas, Phone 656- 
1095. (c5-8D) 
WANTED 
Copies of September 12, 1978, 
Dally Herald. 
If brought to office we'll 
pay you $2.00. (nctfn) 
Wanted to Buy: One wooden 
filing ~binet. Phone 635- 
4671. (FleD) 
Wanted: size 13 winterized 
radials and.or chains. Phone 
635-939O. (!)3-121)) 
NEEDSOME 
EXTRA MONEY? 
We'll pay you CASH fm 
your old furniture 
household items, guns, eic 
Just phone 
638.1613 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
QUEEHSWAY 
TRADING 
i (affnw.f) 
L 
Farm tractor for sale. Phone 
635-3804. (i)3-81)) 
Large new housekeeping 
room suitable for working 
man. Fridge, stove, 
everyth ing  furnished.  
Central location, separate 
entrance, parking and 
cablevision supplied. 635- 
2145. (p3-8D) 
j i 
One bedroom house for rent. 
Furnished, in Thornhill. 
Phone 635-5775. (ncl-8D) 
ii 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION. 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are in or thinking of getting Into the gasoline 
buslness be one of the growlng numbers of successful 
N~hawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details'write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962.8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1'. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cfl.T) 
1976 
Datsun F10 
Front end drive 
Hatchback ,  $ 
Speed, 0 Track, 
radials. $3,500 
1977 
Pontiao Astrl 
Low miles, auto 
$3,300 
1974 Oodp 
u0mo 
4 Dr. H.T.' 
Auto, PS, PB 
1971 
Volkswagen 
West/alia Camper 
$3,296 
1976 Comet 
0Dupe 
2 Door 
$2,196 
1077 Pontiao 
Le Hans 
4 dr. Sedan. Very 
Nice Shape. 
$4,800 
1976 Ford 
V8 P.U. 
& 0nnopy 
$3,600 '2 WSi 
1060 
FORD P.U. 
$1,000 
1974 
Toyota 
SW 
$1,400 
1970 
Volkswagen 
Draw Oab P.U. 
$1,400 
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Help Fight .4 .  
• I~  .].,.. ,..,.o. ,ooo,,o,.., ,o,oo ,,., t=  RESPIRATORY "1"  
.~ .~,OB,~ - - .  : .  . , ,~  ~=~-~ filing ,..Ob,in your DISEASE I furn ished unit. Phone lots ms Souclo and, m,, - - , -  anywhere in B.C. In- lawyer supervised In- 
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Dear Abby 
By Abigail Van Buren 
1g/8 I~ ~lc~O Tlil~ne.N.Y. ~wI Synd. I~ 
DEAR ABBY: Morn and Dad were happily married 
for 38 years. Then Dad died. Before his death he and 
Morn bought wo cemetery lots so they could be buried 
side by side. Morn even bought a headstone to match 
Dad's and had her name engraved on it. 
Mom made her home with my husband and me for 22 
years and never expressed any interest in men. Then 
at age 79 she met Jess, • man age my (53) who could 
sell ice to the Eskimosl She invited him to move in with 
her (in my heusel) and the whole town started talking. 
I told them they'd either have to get married or move 
so they got married. Meanwhile, Jess was spending 
Mom's money faster than she could draw it out of the 
bank. 
Four months later Jess dropped ead, while Jogging. 
Morn went to pieces. She bought a double plot and 
buried Jess in one and had a matching headstone made 
for herself so she could he buried next o him when her 
time came. 
Abby, she already bad • plat and headstone for 
herself beside Dad. Who needs two plots? 
When Morn dies should we bury her with her first 
love with whom she lived for 38 years? Or with that 
• free-leader who married her for a meal ticket? 
HER DAUGHTER 
DEAR DAUGHTER: Your mother is Illli llvlag, so 
you need not make thst decisiou yet. When the time 
comes, everything will fall into its proper place. In. 
eluding Morn. 
DEAR ABBY: I've been married • short time to a 
man who was married before, and I resent the fact that 
he still has the gold wedding band from his first 
marriage. He insists that it means nothing to him, yet 
he refuses to get rid of it. He asks, "What do you expect 
me to do with it? Throw it •way?" 
Abby, I can't understand his reluctance to part with 
• reminder of • miserable reintlauship that ended in • 
painful and unfriendly divorce. 
He wears MY wedding ring now. 
Am I being unfair to Insist that he dispose of his first 
• wedding ring? Just knowing that he has it bugs me no 
end. 
FORTWORTH 
DEAR FORT: if you're wise,:yea'll ay no more 
about it. The ring b net Important; your husband's 
private thoughts are. And he'll have them whether he 
has the ring or not. 
Getting married? Whether you want • formal church 
wedding or a simple do-your.own-thing ceremeey, get 
Abby's new boeklet,"How toHave • Lovely Wedding." 
Send $1and a lea& stamped (28 cents) selt.iddreiied 
envelope to Abby: 13Z Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, 
Calif. 90212. 
Horoscope 
To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
Sign. 
ARIES 
~.  ,1 to Apr..) ~'~ 
Plan • festive outing with a 
loved one. Whether you decide 
to travel or to seek nearby 
'entertainments, I  should be a 
pleasant time. 
TAURUS U~"  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
You can make plans with 
confidence r  mutual financial 
interests and home ira- 
provument projects. A private 
meeting should go welL 
GEMINI l ] [~  
(May 21 to June 20) 
Friends and associates are 
receptive to your ideas now. 
Make sure you do your best o 
be the life of the party. Enjoy 
yourself. 
(Jane 21 to July 22) 
Seek ways of improving 
income. Mentally, you're 
sharp and can further your 
business interests. Buy 
something that makes you 
happy. 
(July 23 to Aug. 
If you feel like a small trip, 
today's the day to travel or to 
make arrangements. Advice 
you receive could iead to 
financial g•in. 
VIRGO U~ 
<Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
A good day for investigating 
home improvement plans or 
making credit applications. 
You should be particularly 
effective in presenting your 
viewpoints. 
LIBRA ~)~L~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 
Let others know of your 
plans, for they'll surely 
cooperate with you today. 
Accept invitations, send 
Christmas cards, and return 
phone calls. 
sco.P1O m,~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Follow through on money- 
making ideas now. Co- 
workers •re helpful and 
amenable to your suggestions. 
Greet he day with optimism. 
SAGrrrARIUS ~ #  
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Make the most of this 
pleasurable day for romance 
and recreational activity. H 
tr•veling, some of you may 
plan an early start. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
A perfect day for 
straightening things up 
around the house! You'll find 
that with everything in order, 
your ideas in turn take form. 
AQUARIUS ~.~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Share good will with others, 
whether by phone, letter or • 
personal visit. Include friends 
on your plans for the future 
and attend parties. 
mc~ X~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
A good day. for buying 
presents or exclmnging ifts. 
Money prospects are good, 
and career gains are possible. 
Accent he positive! 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
dependable, self-reliant, and 
have a good business head. 
You can succeed in real 
estate, banking, invesimant 
counseling, and with large 
corporations. You are at your 
best dealing with tangibles 
•nd you want results. 
However, your greatest 
success will come through an 
idealistic approach to career. 
Inclined to philanthropy and 
reform, you'd do well as a 
writer, teacher, religious 
leader, and a patron of the 
arts. You like to impress 
people and this quality serves 
you well in acting fields. 
Birthdate Of: Flip Wilson, 
comedian; SammyD•vls Jr . ,  
singer; and James Tharber, 
author. 
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"He still owe you that heo bu~ImT' 
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ACROSS 39 Explorer 
• l.Urban . • Johnson 
transport 41 Pecans, for 
4 --  longa, instance 
vito brevls 45 Actress 
7 Borscht Lenya 
Ingredients 47 Word with 
12 Pinocchio's cat 
nemesis 48 Lumber size 
13 Soak, as 5Z Guev•ra 
flax 53 Fisherman 
i4 Obliter•te 54 Jackie's 
15 Vane late 
direction husband 
16 Tandem 55 Manna - 
Crosswo='d 
DOWN 11 Start for 
I Support, vice or pent 
of sorts 1~ Foam' 
Bridal 21 Units of 
path time, poet- 
3 Relative of lcaUy 
honks 23 Cook's'g•rb 
4 Word with 24 En...~ecring 
fine org. 
5 Repair 25 Antlered one 
electrical 26 Oneger 
fixtures 20 Sign of the 
6 Famous zodiac 
• uthor 30 Nice season. 
7 Honey (Fr.) 
bicycle 56 Shelf makers 31 Expert 
18 Moat Blanc, 57 Start for 8 Mesozoic or 32 Word with 
for one ace or ant Puleozelc away 
19 Nasal cavity 56 Poetic con- 9 Consume 33 Single unit 
29~rd.y 
gift 
22 Comedian 
Skelton 
23On the 
briny 
27 Pub request 
29 Calyx parts 
31 Uanccom- 
ponied 
34 Pilgrimages 
35 Frankness 
37 Prefix with 
classic 
38 Windows 
of the soul 
traction 10 M•o-  4ung 36 Covering 
Average solution time: 25 mill. 37 Essence 
; I E IL I~S IS IC IH~DI  46 Ermine 
]IVIAm~B I E I~E IR IV I  49. Relative 
~]NIDI I  IB IL . IE IN I~E I  43 Western 
~ ~RITIRIOITITII::IRI lake 
~ILll INIDIS-----~IRIO 44 W•rrior's 
-IAICISIPIAIOIRICIUISI 
31 11LWIV IE IT IS~WIE I  
=IBIOINICIA~NITIEIRIEIDI 
EILISIEI I INIEIEIEIPl I I 
) IEIEIPIAIGIEIRIDIAIMI 
11-17 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
weapon 
45 Grecian 
instrument 
46 -- go brngh 
48 Kind of rues. 
sage (abbr.) 
49 Tiny 
50 Ancient 
51 Implore 
° 
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CRYPTOQU IP I I - I 7 
JXBWWZDX JR JE  BW WXHHOBKV 
OHRTHZDXXE BK TRCCBRVH 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- TEN FRIENDS DISPOSE OF 
DIRT-DIGGING GOSSIP. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: C equals R 
The Cryptoqalp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. H you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, sho~ words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to.locaung 
vowels. Solution is •ccompllshed by'trial •nd error. 
(c) 1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
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the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
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B.C. By Johnny Hart 
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DOONESBURY By Gary Trudeau 
